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Strike~ -alarm ~pus community
by Sarah Tieck

contracts between the faculty

DIVERSIONS EDfTDR

0

Recent discussions suggesting
the possibility of a statewide faculty
strike are alarming many people
around campus.
"I'f!l assuming every day it's not
resolved, the possibility becomes
more rea]," said freshman Shaun
Alkielski.
,However, according to · Larry
Roth,

associate

professor

-•~~£===~=n=
l=O=j]=d=s~~I ~e~~?r:.d:.:e~P~~eh~~~

of

management, an actual strike may
• be more than a year into the future
-ifitoccursatall.
"Students will have a lot of
warning," Roth explained.

He said in order to carry off a
strike, a union must be organized,
serious and be willing. Roth noted
the ~ter F~ulty Organization, a

0

sta_tewide union which represent$

=~ :~~~:~~co~~s~~~~ :'~~~~ora=:~:;:=~~
average faculty member," he said,

~~:;~:v~~rJ::e:t ~~~==
history of striking. Still, he stressed,
with the nece·ssary support and
steps, they are capable of talcing

under
contract, they
have broken
the terms · of
their contract
and
risk

Suc~o~~~n;ioyees to strike against

te";~ios:id

their employet, they must commit

:~:ived

~;to;~n~pw~~·r
benefits and risk losing everything.
"It's getting capable of carrying
one off that makes the difference,"
Roth explained.
In addition to the obvious
individual, persollal risks, there are
many legal requirements which
must be met . For example, the

must
- --..sJri,ke.
IFO's ~ard
understand
passed
a
the_
Larry Roth
motion
implications
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
regarding a
of
their
OF MANAGEMENT
request for
actions, along - - - - - - - - - - arbitr:ation
with . the process and ·the
and a motion
commitment.
regarding a strike vote.
"We're not to that point with the
What does this mean? ··

1;:a/C:~ .:J:!f;

~

00

. lack
of
information
the
potentiaJ
strike.
At
the

· about

The issue comes
down to can (he
unwn get folks·to

The

arbitration

~~~n;:

is

regarding the ' request for
arbitration, the IFO has asked for an
arbitrator to step in and settJe the
negotiations. At this point,
Minnesota State COiieges and
Universities, which manages and

:~=

~::7:to'!:e, -;:~:~~~ts

~

process

:~l~~e:.

c~~~eg~~.
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universities., has

If an arbitrator is called, he or
she will make the final and binding
decision regarding the settlement.
Both sides submit their best offer
and the arbitrator chooses the most
fair settlement.

Go TO STRIKE, PAGE.,..

Grube has no plans·
of leavh)g SCSU
~

'

.

ShaM Opatz/PH(JTQ EDFTOR"

"Beautiful Ambition" is a photo exhibit now featured in the Atwood Memorial Center Gallery until
Jan. 9. The photo exhibit Is being put on by SCSU alumnus Brian Parmeter. See story page 6.

KMSP-9 picks up 'Husky Magazine'

I

programming 'at MSC, ''Husky Magazine" was
dropped when SCSU decided to sign with KMSP to .::g:;::~~ i~:~
~.~.~
broadcast severaJ hockey games this year. The station
not going anywhere, but rather I'm
was upset the university had signed with its
pitching into what needs :to be
competiLor.
by Sarah Tieck
done."
Drew said KMSP would provide a bigger market
Grube's remarks came in
QIVERSIONS EDITOR
for the show. since it was not a cable channel.
response to three reported racial
"It'll open uJ) th»-audience so much more," said
One door closed, but another door has opened for
incidents which took place on
Barry Wegener, director -of marketing at University
SCSU students.
campus during faJI . quarter.
KMSP-9 has picked up "Husky Magazine" for a Communications.
According t0 Grube, his comments
lltls will present a new audience for the students'
regular time slot, which is yet to be detennined.
at the "speakout" were direct
"We're fortunate to have been picked up by them," work in addition to a fresh challenge.
because he wanted people to knoW
"We suf"e are going to try harder because we haVe ,these are important issues ·- and
said junior Erin Drew, executive producer of "Husky
to impress them now," Drew said.
Magazine."
secondly, he expects faculty, staff
The show has aired on Midwest Sports Channel for
Wegener said he felt new doors were opening and, and students to join him in getting
the past five years as pait of a trade-off agreement the students involved had a better opportunity than
things done on this campus.
involving the payment for the broadcast ·rights to before.
"I have had lots of people ask me
hockey_games at SCSU against the Univ~rsity of
~~mw=~~~ki~: t~
Minnesota.
·
Go TO HUSKY, PAGE 7•
According to Kevin Smith, director of

Station agrees to air show
after MSC cut program

-

that issue," Grube said, who was
among the last to speak at the three"and-a-half hour session.
During fall break, media
mentioned the word Grube and
resigning in the same sentence,
which left students, faculty and staff
with possible misconceptions.
"Oftentimes people don't care
by_Ryan_Voz
what the meaning is, but just the
EDITOR
word," Grube said.
Good times and hard times.
Grube said he was also upset that
On July 17, 1995, SCSU the"speakout"storicswere~irected
President Bruce Grube was hired as at him and not the issue of what was
the university'!\ 19th president'. going on.
However on Nov. 14 1997 there.
'Therewasalotofemotionand
was spec~lation Grube' was g~ing to it was a rollercoaster afternoon,"
resign.
~ said
interim
Director
of
That's because a statement made Communications
Marsha
by Grube at the racial "speak.out" on Shoemaker, who also worked under
Nov. 14 in the Atwocxl Memorial interim
Center
might
have
been SCSU
misunderstood.
President
Grube, at the "speak.out," was Robert Bess.
quoted as saying, ''If I d9n't have a
Grube's
consensus across campus to make approach
changes, Kathryn and I are going to with
take a walk, because I don't wish to problems on
live in the middle of it.
campus in
'The statement was grossly the past three

Bruce Grube says
statement was
used out of context
in racial 'speakouf

~t

.i~~ may~

BRUCE GRUBE

considered
unconventional.
"It has been apparent that he
takes a strong stand for what is
right," Shoemaker said.
"I'd rather be known as· a school
of con~nl," Grube said. "I'd like to
be known as . a university who
acknowledges the problem and does
something about it."
Since \he "speak.out," there has"
been cultural diversity training for
Student Government and an agenda
is being set for .other groups on
campus.

=:1::~~ ___
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.CAMPus & CoMMU.NTI'Y BRIEFS
Tonight Show's host
calls SCSU student
Senior JoAnna Wilterding received a call
frpm Jay Leno, the host of "The Tonight
Show," afler writing a Dec. 2 letter

complaining
·
about a remark Leno made on the show.
Wilterding recalled the on-air comment
made to the show's lead guitarist Kevin

Eubanks.

, .

"(Leno) ' said, 'Kevin, why don't you

tell me a heart-warming story about life iri

Leno told Wilterding he tries to be as nondiscriminatory as possible and mentioned he
Was a member of the National AsSOCiation for
the Advancement of Colored People.
Although Leno did not apologize,
Wilterding said she was still impressed he
called.
"He called my dad who gave him my
number," Wilterding said.
She also said she only expected a letter
.from the show's public relations ~partment.
. She added that while Leno did not
apologize. to her, he did apologize to her
father and she felt he was sincere.

the gheuo."'

Leno had a tape of the show checked and
called Wilterding to correct her recollection.
He told Wilterding he actually said "life in the
hocxl" not "life in the ghetto."
Wilterding replied it was still a racist
comment. She said they spoke for about 20
minutes but that Leno did not apologize.

Central Minnesota
one of the fastest
growing regions
Eleven Central Minnesota cities are

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
THURSDAY
Craft Fair
The "Holly Day Arts and
Crafts Fair," co-sponsored by
the St Cloud Community
Arts Council, will take place
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m .. in the
Atwood. Lounge.

Film
The film "Chasing Amy'' will
be shown today through
Sunday at 7 p.m in the
Atwood Little Theatre.

SUNDAY
Outdoor Party
The Outings/Rec center will
sponsor a "Polar Fleece
Party" from 3 to 7 p.m. in the
Outings Center in the
Halenbeck Hall ~ieldhouse.

Fun and Games
The Outings/Rec center will
also sponsor a game of
"Capture the FlagH at 7:so·
p.m. at Riverside Park.

MONDAY
Trivia
The University Programming
Board is sponsoring a
College Bowl in the Atwood
Watab/Sauk Room at 6:30

p.m.

To submit infonnation for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
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included in the top 50 of Minn~ta cities in
percentage.of population growth.
St. Cloud and Sartell tied for 30th based
on numbers of new people. Becker, located
15 minutes down Highway 10 heading west
is rated the fastest growing town in
Minnesota.
Most of the growth follows two maj~r
roadways-Highway 10 and Interstate 94.
Albenville was the second fastest
growing city and is located on Highway 94,
as are Rogers and Monticello.
Becker, Big Lake and Elk River all ·are
located on Highway 10.

A Fairfield, California. woman·
waited more than a decade to
avenge the death of a frierid.
Local police said she lured her
friend's killer into having sex: and
then cut off his pen.i's:
'
The incident occured Friday in
the city about 30 miles east of San
Francisco.
Doctors were unable to reattach
48-year-old Alan Hall's organ. Hall
was convicted of a 1983 volun.tary
manslaughter charge in the death of
Denise Denofrio.
Police said after lhey had sex:,
the woman made a comment about

scsu.

"I've been meaning to call Christy
(Hovanetz, Student Government president)
and get the ball rolling as soon as possible,"
said executive director of the Mass Transit
Commission,
David
Tripp.
"My
understanding is that Student Government is
. very receptive to sitting down and looking at
numbers for next year and the year after, sort
of~ long-tenn thing."
Hovanetz said Student Government is
One quarter after a rec6r,d 1450 fall
quarter bus passes were sold, the winter totaL interested in ·negotiating for next year, and
usually the highest quarter, has taken an wor_king on a possible discounted pass.

Bus passes take an
expected drop

STATE
Woman repeats
Bobbit cut in
friend's name

approximate 600 pass drop.
Approximately, 850 passes had been sold
as of Tuesday in Atwood ·and at the bus :
station downtown.
"
The passes are being sold for $21 after
Student Government electCd not • to
participate student activity fee dollars. For
fall quarter, the passes were on ~le for $10,celebrating' Metro Bus's IO year, of service to

& NATION BRIEFS

seeking revenge for the death of a
friend. She then took a cutting tool
belonging to Hall and cut off his
penis. She then fled on foot.
Paramedics foun<i Hall on the
lawn of the house and rushed him to
a local hospital, but surgeons were
unable to reattach the organ, saying,
"It was just too deep a cut.''.
The officer who investigated the
killin·g recalled that Hall · had
strangled the wolllan 'because'-'she
wouldn't have sex: with him.

Chippewa band
settles with
government
Minnesota Chippewa Tribal
leaders settled out of court for $20
million for claims the federal

government did not give proper
compensation for 600,000 acres _o f
tribal land in northern Minn'esota.
The deal requires final approval
by the .tribe's president ·Norman
Deschampe of the Grand Portage
band and also by the U.S.
Departments of Justice and Interior.~

September, a IO.year low.
Experts are being careful not to
read too much into the figures of the
first three months of the new limits.
But, they are encouraged that the
new laws didn't intetn.1pt a 20-year
decline in the state's fatality rate.
The death rate is now 1.27
deaths for ev.ery 100 million miles
.- driven. Twenty .years ago the rate
· wasfourtimesashigh. ,
,!:
If the rate were~s gti t~
2,440 people would have died as
opposed to 56Q every year.
MnDOT reported several
Minnesota Department of reasons for the decline. Including
Transportation officials reported a safer drivers, seat belt laws, and
20-percent decrease in highway safer cars.
fatalities in 1997 compared to the
MnDOT also reported people
drive about the same speed as each
same period in 1996.
The study reported 166 fatalities other. About 75 perce,nt of them
from !he date the new speed limit drive within 10 mph of each other,
laws took effect in July through regardless of the posted limit.

New speed laws.
show no rise in
MN accidents

IN IIIsTORY~••
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1)le university faced a lawsuit filed

..: Vllmity Ch~icle (uiiPs 12.1'.ilSo) is written and edited1Ysi. Cloud State U~ly ~;.. and is
Publl!hed twice weekly during school qua,teis, and weekly dUfmg sum\j,r S8'Slons, except during final
peri<>ds and vacations.

:~~~~rd then presi~~l Brend~n
The suit was filed · by
Sundramoorthy Pathmanathan who
was acting director o.f what is now
University Public Saftey.
Pathmanathan was sueing for
access to his personnel documents
compiled during an application
process in which he applied for a
permanent position as security
director.
President McDonald anno~nced
two roonths after the search, that the
search for a security director would be
re-opened because of a limited pool of
candidates.
The decision to re-open the search
was m"ade after the search committee's
unanimous recommendatibn to the
president in mid-July and after the
private
investigation
into
Pathmanalhan's background.
According to court documents, the
reason Pathmanathan was not hired as
permanent director was because of
statem~nts made by an immediate
supervisor.

· pa\d iii
~
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Semesters
mean new
schedules
ot

Senior Amy Lang, president of Public-Relations Student Society America began hanging signs
for the organizations contribution to unned Way's Holiday Donation Program "Toys for Tots."

Toys for Tots, students team up
C
bf
ampLJS PU JC
relations group
helps Marines
by John Hill
STAFF WRITER

The Advertising Federation in
conjunction with Public Relati,ons
Student Society of America and the

~;~:~~~".=r~;~pll~?~~r.

SCS1~\!''i:eS:i~~f~ ~i~~~~

New semesters·
revolve around
three-credit classes

· depends on how you schedule

by Eric S. Dietz

scheduling opportunities of threecredit courses between the same
hours will increase to 15
opportunities.
The university is giving students
the opportunity to schedule
themselves tightly in the mornings
or the afternoons so it can be
collducive with their work or
personal life, Holder said.
Night classes have traditionally
begun at 6 p.m. under quarters.
Wi th semesters, night classes will
have the opportunity to begin

STAFF WRITER

With the coming semester

conversion for the fall of 1998 there
will be a new way in which the
classes must be scheduled.

yourself."
Currently,

there_ are

nine

scheduling opportunities for four-

credit classes between the hours of
8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 'The number of

In order to allow more time for
donations, the length of time drop
boxes are available was extended
through moSt of December. "We
expanded the time in which to drop
off toys,"
said ·Bridgette
Schwartzbauer, president of AdFed.
'7he drop boxes will be available

has
be~
volunteer,"
Schwartzbauer said. "We have put
in a lot of time to do things like
decorating the drop boxes and
getting permission to be an official
dropoffsitefor'ToysforTots."'
Being involved in charitable
events aids in the image of SCSU

until Dec. 19." Drop boxes are
located in moS t buildings on
cam,&~sidea and the organization of

anditsstudentssaidLang. "This is

be 16 credits; four classes of four

~~~gt~~;t;~ses which have

~~~n7aiu:!1~~S~ s!u:~:i~~
way," Lang said.

~ret:d:;h;he semester syst~m,
classes are generally three credits

labs such as the physical sciences, a
schedule to accommodate those lab

The plan which is currently
being implemented for the
semesters is one which is used at
most educational institutions
throughoutthecountry.
Under the current quarter
system a full load is considered to

~:f~ ~f;:f1:1;)r~;; 1;i}·:~t~e~::?w~~ti: 2f/~~f!.:~'.i:~:r~2 ~J:f~.~id~i;;.~~~6

organized venture and allows for the toys range from toddlers to credits.
am. and at I and 3 p.m. which will
the uriiVel"Sit)' to be a J)Ositive part teenagers. Toys c;o"llected from
Within the qu~er system, a allow for two-hour labs.
''Toys for T~': Cam~a_i~- _Last of the community," said Bar_ry ~ SCSU w~II be t?rought to KARE- student is automatically approved
Courses requiring three-hour
~=a~ov~r 3~~~~n7~~~\ fn"~e~.:~'~r~, Wegetlef;"dlrC.Ctor--0tM~tihgand' 11 ,o'n o~.•fO. _ i• :i-..i'iJ:nl · , ,. 11 ,, '. to ri;~steJu~ to }Pt _r_edi~._
;,• "· labs will meet on · Tuesd~y~•~
- . - - - ~,~They ho to receive Communication.
~,.,,
" l's . hope .tq,,1J.,e 012_ e:-tti~ · _ Once a student exceeds the. rule Thursdays at '8 an<f'l!lil,'a.lrl. and ,2 ,-.
more toys this yeaf.
would like r
The o~an,za~on-!M" ~ ritafat · new_s o~ Dec. 20, ' La~g said. of ~0 . credits the~ mu~t _g~t p.m.
_,
t d bl th ,
l f •
- was put mt~ ih,s, ~3."1P31$ n was_:· ' 'This 1s an opportumty for penmss1on from their adviser, 1f
Three credit nigh! classes will
0 ~
el amoun
t-°J~e extensive.
•• •
' · students to give and giving is admitted to their major, or from a meet from 5 to 7:30 p.m. or from 6
~,~e ~:n~~f ;e~s:."
Y - "All the work _on this campaign always good," Schwartzbauer said. dean of their respective college.
to 8:30 p.m. with a break.
_
g p
"Once you get one course past
Professors who choose to give
the norm it is time to get their students a break during the
permission," said Lin Holder, lecture will conduct class from 5 to
associate vice president for 7:45 p.m. or from 6 to 8:45 p.m.
Academic Affairs and the semester
'The new time for night classes
conversion
coordinator. provides a little more flexibility,"
"Sometimes students can handle it, Holder said.
sometimes they can't."
The recommendations and
The scheduling system for the framework for the university class
classes
are
designed
primarily
scheduling
was developed by the
"USB
is
extremely
excited
split
into
two
different
groups:
The
by Sheila Janey
office of Academic Affairs. The
about performing at the game, Blizzards and UBS. The Blizzards around the three-credit class.
Seventy-three
percent
of
all
individual
departments
then make
showing
the
people
What
SCSU
has
are
the
official
SCSU
band
for
The University Sports Band will
be performing on -Saturday at the to offer and what kind of quality varsity games, created and funded courses slated for the new semester recommendations to the deans of
their respective colleges for final
Target Center when ,the Minnesota students attend the university," said by the Music department. The- system are three-credit courses.
With the current quarter system approval.
Timberwolves take on the Phoenix Ray Melberg, acting president for Blizzards left USB, the original
USB.
SCSU band, lo play for non-varsity a typical four-credit class meets
The office of Academic Affairs
Suns.
sports, area high schools and four days per week in blocks of 50 will schedule classes which have a
Under the direction of senior
periodically at St. John's University minutes.
capacity of more than 100 students.
Jessie McKinley, .USB will begin
with the St. John's band.
The typical three-credit class in
"We're presenting them with a
playing outside of the second-floor
The opportunity to play at the the semester program will meet for schedule that fits semesters instead
stage an hour before tip off and then
Timberwolves game is important to 50 minutes on Monday, Wednesday of quarters," · said Suzanne
move inside to help support the
USB because it gives the band a and Friday.
Williams, vice president for
Ttmberwolves. The perfonnance is
chance to promote its organization,
an attempt by the student-run
Some of the four-Credit courses Academic Affairs. "We create the
to increase membership, and to gain under quarters meet twice a week general rules to follow to make up
organization to become more
recognition for SCSU. But most for 100 minute blocks. A simi lar the schedules."
visible on the SCSU campus. in St.
importantly it gives the members situation will happen under
Cloud and the surrounding areas.
Graduate courses can meet upon
hope that someday they will be able semesters. A three-credit course can student demand. Because these
The organization grabbed -this
to play again at SCSU varsity also meet for 75 minutes, two days· courses do not cross over other
opportunity when former president
games.
of USB, Paul Habstriu found a
a week. These types of classes will disciplines,
they
can
be
"We just want a place to play, most likely meet on Tuesdays and independently based on the
connection through his mother in
and
performing
' at
the Thursdays.
the Timberwolves' Public Relations
students needs.
Timberwolves game will give us
department. Habstritt talked to the
Four-credit non-lab courses will
"Most people who have worked
Ray Melberg
that," Melberg said.
public relations department about
meet on a Monday, Wednesday, under semesters will find it
ACTING.PRESIDENT FOR THE.
, USB is a volunteer organization Friday rotation or a Tuesday, familiar," Williams said.
the possibility of allowing USB to
w'ith a good mix of musical Thursday rotation.
play at one of their home games.
UNIVERSITY SPORTS BAND
Most schools around the
instruments and approximately 25
The public relations department,
Academic Affairs is suggesting country' follow a model which
students who have a love for music. to the departments that even-hour SCSU will implement .next
who periodically allows different
USB was crealed eight years They practice every Wednesday classes meet on Tuesdays and that fall.
bands to come and play at
Timberwolves' home games, set the ago by a group of students who from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. odd+hour classes
meet
on
''The first semester will
wanted a sports band for their Membership is open to any student Thursdays to avoid time and room be tough
date for Saturday.
but
worth
it,"
USB wi ll be the only university university. They successfully kept it who plays a musical instrument and conflicts.
Williams said. "After people have a
shares in the band's desire to play.
band perfonning for this Saturday's going until this year.
"We're trying to create a semester or two under 1heir
This
fall
the
university
band
game at the Target Center.
seamless schedule," said Holder. "It belts they are going to love it."

t

«\¼

,?

University Sports Band to
play at the Target Center

We just want a
place to play, and
peiforming at the
Timberwolves
game will give
that

us
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The story on hemp and marijuana.
It is illegal to grow in U.S., but

CMiHA's goal to educat~ "
hemp widely used commercially people on uses.for hemp
and fire resistant. It .is 14 percent stronger than
wood fiberboard. Plastics and explosives cin be
, made from hemp hurds, among other things.
Oil, plastic, cloth and concR}te are just a few
''Charcoal for energy can be produced from
products that can be.made from hemp; however, hemp hurds to be used i~tead of charcoal and
it is illegal to grow hemp in the United States.
nuclear energy," Ollig said.
"It's grown just about everywhere but h~re,"
Another product from hemp is called isosaid senior Chris Ollig, who is trying to get a chanvre. It is a substance that makes cement
chapter of Central Mi~esota Industrial Hemp J']lineralize and get harder as it ages instead of

by Mandy jackson

plastic but the rumor has not been verified.
Students are ~ in CMIHA because '
they can help resean;h rumors like that' . The Central Minnesota Industrial
"We want ~ e to help us out." Ollig
i-lemp Association is concerned wiih more said. "A good panel of educated people
research into the industriaJ use of hemp are needed to help CMIHA," Peterson
and would like hemp to be grown in the said.
United States to be used in various
"I'd like to see somebody wl).o
products.
understands statistics who knows how to
Association.
decomposing, .according to Peterson. Some
. At SCSU, CMIHA would like to work get the facts," Peterson said. She said
He said it is grown in all of the other United benefits of iso-chanvie as a building material are
mainly on educating people about hemp people of all interests are needed to help
Nations top seven countries.
that it'appreciates_in vaJue and it keeps cool air
and its possible uses, according to senior out.
'
·
"One i,mportant item the (CMIHA) has. to ifl a building in warm._w either and wi:mn air in
Chris Ollig.
In 1937 hemp was made illegal.
teach is hemp and marijuana are not the saine cool weather.
Ollig has asked Student GQvemment However, the U.S. government released a
thing. Though their leaves look the same, the ..r: "Hemp has the feature of being water and
for rec;_ognition of a chapter of CMIHA at report in I9381hat said more than 50,()(X)
stalks of hemp plants are much taller than mildew resistant," Peterson said. She said hemp
SCSU. Ollig sai_d recognition from products can be made from hemp.
Student Government would eventually
1be last test plot for hemp was grown
marijuana plants," said Jan Peterson, first-year is the o ~ l y
give the group funding at the University of Minne$0!.a in I 968. A
student
~mberofCMIHA.
a.t St. Cloud Tee. hnical College, a that
natural
canfiber
be :::...-.-. . · .·..
,,,_.. -~
to
present. bill in the Minnesota legislature to classify
The most important difference between used
on ·
,
infonnation
_ hemp as an agricultural product was
hemp and marijuana is that the amount of the ships ,
,
·
·
.
about hemp at passed ·earlier this year in the agricuJtural
psychoactive ingredient in marijuana, called because it "'
other places. committee, making )t th~gh another
delta-9-telrahydrocanibinol or TIIC, is much is •
( ··
.
Also, the · committee to the floor.
higher than.in hemp. THC levels must be around resistant
l ,~ ··"··~
group
A floor vote, an ullOffi.ciaJ vote, passed
would
the bill, but the bill was later defeated by
10 percent for a pers6n to get high, while in to ' sea ·~~-· ~~
_
have
a the official vote. Peterson said the bill
hemp the levels c~ be as low as .01 percent.
water.
··•••~~-~4i:-_•.:,.~~,.. ·)Iil.'.i
place to would have passed hac1 the official vote
:~h s;om;:=~~e;~?ing to U.;~ g1:;e~~ent
.
meet
on been taken at the time of the floor Vote.
Hemp oil comes from hemp seeds. It starts as report said more than
_,
campus
"In our info011ation you won't find
PhotolllustrationbyScoUAndersonand more
stuff about pot," Peterson said. "Every a wet lubricant and changes to a dry lubricant, 50,000 products can be
and will hold up to the heat in an engipe. made from hemp.
research
time someone has done this they use a
Peterson said the original diesel engine was
There are also several · environmental
capabilities.
marijuana leaf."
designed to run on hemp ojl. Hemp oil can also advantages to using hemp industrially: That
"Our goal is to produce a teaching
She added, part of the problem with
be used to wann homes.
growing hemp does not requi're pesticides , rhanual," said Jan -Peterson, a first-year hemp is finding accurate infonnation.
'The emissions from a car fueled by hemp is because it has characteristics that make it
student at St. Cloud Technical College and There is no information on hemp in the St~
less than the amount of oxygen_ a hemp plant undesirable to pests.
'"
member of CMIHA.
Cloud Public Library, just marijuana, she
She said student members would be said.
will put off." Peterson said. "Oil comes from a
Cutwonns are the only enemy to hemp,
dead source." _
·
Peterson said. Cutwo011s are the 1peslS that ·get
able to help with research in several areas,
~•we want peo_P.le ~ see this as an
Th fibe~-1onger-in _hetnp>paper drarM.r,--jnrcrtom, s.he said.
uc: a ~
iences an ~ na~
al emative,"Petersdtr'sai
.
Wood pulp paper. Peterson said iliis ffiakes hemp - The only fertilizer hem() needs is nitrogen.
Currently CMIHA has seven members,
PecersonsajdshestartedaCMIJ;:IAand
paper tougher and better for folding.
She said some research· has been done to
and five are students.
· found out Ollii w~ interested. A chapter
Hemp paper can be recycled seven times, . manipulate a hemp gene to produce , its own
Informational materiaJs cost money, system was started so Ollig could start a
while wood pulp paper can be recycled only nilrogen.
Ollig said. Since hemp cannot be grown in cha'pter at SCSU, she said.
three times. Also, hemp paper does not need to
"You can cut off the tops and let it fertilize
the United States, most research on hemp
The outreach Of Peterson's chapter is
be bleached, which is one of _,the bigger itself," Ollig said. He explained that hemp
is being done in other countries. With to the. community ·and the business,
problems of wood pulp paper.
leaves can be chopped off the top of the. stalks
funding from Student Government the private and public sectors, she said.
Hemp goes through a retting process in and left on the ground around the roots to
group would be able to purchase TTIOft!
Ollig said his goals on campus are
which the stalk is dried out and then the fibers fertilize the plants.
"
infonnational materials, Ollig said.
education and the pqblication of
are separated. Peterson explained the process, at
'There is no erosion because roots are left in
The group first has to teach others that educational materials. He said he hopes to
this point, is very labor intensive and researchers th~ ground," Ollig said. ""When hemp is
hemp and marijuana are not the same do further research into hemp. Others can
are looking to develop more efficient processes. harvested it is cut off above the roots.''
thing. -The amount of delta-9- use CMIHA as a source for infonnation,
After the fibers are ·separated they become
Peterson ·said growing hemp causes less
tetrahydrocanibinol or THC; the Ollig said.
hemp fines or hem'p hurds. Hemp fines can be ground water and soil pollution.
psychoactive ingredient that is in
ClvlIHA can be reached by e-mail at
turned into pellets, which can also be used for
Peterson said hemp is an alternative to many
marijllana, is much higher than in hemp.
clmnhcmp@cloudnet.com or by phone at
pet food. Hemp. fines can also be used for , other resources. Lots of J)OOple can make money
Peterson said she heard a rumor that 253-2232. Their mailing address is P.O.
fiberlx>ard. Hemp fiberboard is extremely warp off of this.
hemp can be used to make biodegradable Box 321, St. Cloud, MN 56302-0321.
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Weekly forum to focus on violence against ·women
by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

Martha.Roth, a writer, editor and
lecturer spoke on Dec. IO in the
opening session of the winter
quarter Women on Wednesday
series.
Women on Wednesday is a
weekly series that takes Place from
noon to 1 p.m. in the South
Voyageurs · Room of Atwood
Memorial Center. All events are
free and open to the public. The
focus of winter quarter js violence
against women. The series is titled,
"ViolenCe, Power and Gender:
Uncovering the American Way."
Roth is the co-editor of a t 993
book, "Transfonning the Rape
Culture."
''The book describes how
complex the issue is, the language,
men's
response
and
most
importanJly, solutions to sexual
violence,"saidJaneOlsen,director
. of the Women's Center. Jody [r,;_vjn,

a graduate assistant at the Women's
Center, said she thought'Rot.h did a_
good 1ob covering such broad
issues. She added that bringing
spearkers like Roth to SCSU was a
main goal in educating students
about this issue.
. "Transfonning
the
Rape
Culture"'includes noted feminists
· speakers like Andrea Dworkin,
Gloria Steinem, and Louise Erdich.
The book includes a collection of
essays about sexual violence in
American culture.
·O1seo and The Women's Cen~r
invited Roth to campus because ~
they felt the book was very detailed
and offered effective SOiutions to
sexual violence. '
,
,
'"The Women's Center sees her
book as a groundbreaking book. it
responds well to ·the complexity of
sexual vi_olence,'' Olsen said
'The ~ponsibility for change is
everyone's. One-third of our book
includesmen'soommentsonsexual
violence. It's very important to

include men. Men need to speak up
when they hear sexist jokes, refulin
from buying degrading magazines,
etc," Roth said.
She adds women need to change
their ideas of what is sexy, and
attractive. It's impossible to rape
someone if yoll see them as human.
Bias can change when we see
others as eqllals, said Roth.
The main issues Roth focused
on were gender issues, education,
definitions of language and
institutional changes.
"We have to change everything,''
Rqth said. She stated the
iniIX>ftance of redefining the words
human, women and men.
"Rape is a violent crime, an
outrage, an assault against the
person," Roth said. "It can be
forced sex from the people we love.
Date rape or rape by a stranger is a
violation of the body, a perversion _·
of power. All women cany the scar
tissue of rape. Rape is social
CQntrol."

One in eight WQmen will be
raped in her lifetime. One in four
girls and one in five boys wilJ- be
raped before the age of eighteen.
"The essays [in 'Transforming a
Rape .Culture'] offer other models
of behavior. Gender relations and
power relate to how we teach our·
childrell about gender issues and
l)(?wer,'' Olsen said.
' Roth
descQbes
s~cific
solutions for sexual violence. "We
need to , look at religion, family,
sports, the anned forces and
language."
--..:She focused most of the lecture
on educating children of different
gender roles.
'11\e problem is deeper than the
jndiviwal,'' Roth said. "It's how we
educate boys to be aggressive and
girls to be conipliant."

Go Tci SPEAKER, P~E ]-.
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Martha Rolh, writer, editor and
lecturer spoke at Women on
Wednesday on behaH ol her
book, "Transfonnlng the Rape
Culture."
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"It's a broad interdisciplinary field." - Bill Morgan, director ofAmerican Studies

American Studie~ program retur,is
and Anthropology programs. Secondlj, the
After a year and a
American Studies faculty also inet with the
half of budget debate, administrators.
Students of
the American
the American Studies · Studies
program
protested
program is reinstated also
and wrote letters.

by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER
The American Studies program was

reinstated fall quarter after a one and a half~
year freeze.
Coordinator of the Center of Community
Studies Pamela Mittlefehldt, said two

Years

ago SCSU was facing budget problems
which led to downsizing and restructuring.
The Department of Interdisciplinary Studies,
where the American Studies program was
housed was eliminated. 'This was the cause of
the freeze of the American Studies program.
Both ~udents and faculty alike were not

happy about the freezing of the program.
According to Director of American
Studies Bill Morgan, several actions were
taken. One act.ion was a campus rally last

year involving both the American Studies

things,"

Morgan

said . . "It's a broad

interdisciplinary field."

• The
American
Studies program
entails
three
emphases which
include heritage
preservation,
"Students in
the major have a
popular cul~re.
arid
an
great deal of
American
energy
and
next
Studies
creativitr and
would
interdisciplinary
were
upset,"
program. ·
Mittlefehldtsaid.
"It's a very
Since
the
flexible
program deals
program, but it
with diversity
has a clear
with
its
structure
of
exploration of
Pamela Mittlefehldt
courses
that
roles, classes and
COORDINATOR OF THE CENTER
- students all take
gender,
·in common,"
Mittlefehldt sees
OF COMMUNITY STUDiES
Minlefehldt
the American
said.
Studies program
as a fulfillment of the mission of SCSU.
In order to be reinstated as a program, the
"One thing unique is it's a field for faculty of the American Studies program met
students who are interested in so many with Ray Merritt, former dean of American

Students spend

130 million dollars
in St. Cloud.

WANT SOME?
Cllronicle
It pays to advertise.
255-3943

We drew up things we
would accompllsh during
the
two to three years.
We
get new
equipment, encourage new
majors, and develop the
program

Stuclies and Barbara Grachek, fonner vice
president.
"We drew up things we would accomplish
during the next two to three years,"
Mittlefehldt said. "We, would get new
equipment, encoura;i:e new majors atid
develop the program."
Before the freeze, the Department of
Interdisciplinary StuQies was beginning
discl.lSSions about a community elTlphasis and
made a proposal for the Center of
Community Studies.
The Center of Community Stuclies was
started this year and is where the American
Studies program is now housed along with
local and urban affairs and gerontology.
With the reinstatement of the -American
Studies program, begins the building process
of recruiting people to the major.
"We need students if we are going to be
able to survive," Morgan said. "I try to use
my general education courses as a
recruitment tool."
Mittlefehldt said the American studies
major is an excellent double major for mass
communications, history and English majors.

Cartoon~athon encourages
winter exercise with prizes
by Steve Linders
Homer Simpson will be getting in shape at SCSU
and hoping to win prizes from Campus Recreation and
the Eastman Fitness Center as.part of the Cartoon-athon
incentive program, beginning Jan. 5.
Homer Simpson is actually SCSU sophomore Greg
Bates. He has chosen to let Homer represent him in the
contest that also features, among others, Woody
Woodpecker and Petunia.
~ Bates is planning on joining many other SCSU
students and faculty in the program by registering a
cartoon name with Campus Recreation, keeping track
of the amount of exercising he's doing, and earning
points that can win him prizes.
According to Christina Bremer, also known as
Petunia, who works at campus recreation and took part
in the program last year, when a person signs up for the
program he or she is given an activity sheet. Each time
they work out he or she records how long the activity
took and if it is high or low intensity.
High intensity activities such as weight. lifting,
cycling and walking earn one point for every 15
minutes. Lower intensity activities such as team sports
and calisthenics earn one point every half hour.
"It's a program that tries to bribe people into
working out," Bremer said. "I don't work out if there
isn't a chance to win prizes. I should but I don't. This
program gives every type of athlete a chance to be
rewarded for their efforts."
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Each week everyone participating in the program
will have their name entered i!) a drawing for prizes.
The prizes include T-shirts and gift certificates. At the
end of the program, Feb. 9, there will be a drawing for
the grand prize, a Raleigh Mountain Bike donated by
Pepsi. The three people who acquire the most points
will also be awarded prizes at the end of the program.
Bates said part of the reason he decided to
participate was everyone has a chance to win prizes, not
just the best athletes or the people with the most time.
"Not evel)'one can spend two hours a day working
out," Bates said. "The people that do make that kind of
commitment get rewarded by having great bodies. The
average person may need a little extra incentive to keep
them going."
"I like the idea of winning a bike just for doing
something I should do anyway," Bates said "I want the
bike."
Campus Recreation and the_Eastman Fitness Center
have incentive programs every quarter but winter
quarter is the only one that includes cartoon names.
Bremer sru'a>choosing cartoon names is only for fun.
Each week a newsletter is printed listed standings and
prize winners.
"It's fun to check the newsletter for your character
and see how you're doing," Bremer said. "It's also fun
to win Prizes for free,"
Anyone interested in participating can sign up at
Campus Recreation or call 255-3325. The program is
free and open to all SCSU faculty and students.
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'Beautiful Ambitions' shown by_SCSU alumnus
by Erik Petersen

The photographs that make up the display
are landscapes "{ith a unique Subject. 'The
images are a homage to the hunianities
It started as a strong need to reconnect
industry th.it is now fading back into the
with black and white photography. · Three
Earth itself," Parmeter said.
years after he began, Brian Parmeter, an
The various pictures were chosen for the
SCSU alumnus, realized he had a serious
display because of the similarity of their
project underway.
subject area, which Parame~r. describes as
The result of that project, a collection of
"mining runs."
photos called "Beautiful Ambition," is now
"It's not meant to be skn as a man vs.
on display in the Atwood GaJ\ery.
nature piece," he said. 'The photos are a
Parmeter began his photographic career
documentation of the natural progression of
with the purchase of his first instamatic
industry in general."
camera in 1973. "I have been upgrading ever
The decision to do the pieces in black and
since," ·he said. He attended SCSU and
white was unintentional at first, according to
earned a bachelor's degree in 1982 with a
Parmeter. "I started with black and white
major in mass communications and a minor
because I felt I needed to do more in that area.
in infonnation media.
As I realized the project at hand, I saw the
His work since then has· included
beauty of it," Parmeter said.
freelance done for clients such as "Sesame
"When you look at a picture, you're not
Street Live" and the "Childrerl's Television
seeing reality because it's two dimensional.
Shane OpaJz/PHOTO EDnvR
Workshop" in New York.
And when. you take the color dimension
Soon after graduation, he began working SCSU alum Brian Parmeter discusses aspects of his photographs wtth SCSU away, the pictures are twice removed from
in a commercial photography studio dOing
senior Kareri Cagley during his photography exhibit opening Monday afternoon ·everyday reality," he said. 'The more steps
color photography. It was then that he felt the
you have between reality and the image, the
urge to reconnect with the black and white in the Atwood Memorial Center Gallery.
more the brain takes notice."
"Beautiful Ambition" made it.s way to •on campus," Mark Winterfeldt, UPB visual
aspect
"Beautiful Ambition" will be at SCSU ·
"I have been working on this exhibit since SCSU's campus with help from the ans coordinator, said. "We received some through Jan. 9. The artworks can also be seen
photos from Brian this quarter and arranged on thi internet at www2.bitstreamnet/1983," Parmeter said. "It has been my labor University Programming Board.
"Each.quarter we bring different displays for the exhibit."
of love."
bpexpreslindex.html.

Dehumanization of Jews described by Holocaust speaker
by Sara Kirk
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

"If Jesus · Christ would have
returned to Germany at the time of
the Holocaust, he would have been
sent to a concentration camp," said
Holocaust speaker Henry Oertelt.
Oertelt, 76 years old, spoke
Monday in the Atwood Little
Theatre.
Oertelt was a survivor and an
eyewitness to the tragedy of the
Holocaust during the years Hitler
came into power from 1933 to the
end of the war in February of 1945.
During the presentation, Ocrtelt
provided a descriptive account of
the dehumanization of the Jewish
people during the war.
"I saw the Jewish people
become a stateless people," Oertelt Lukas JohnsonPHOT()G Tm£
said. "Hitler took away everything
Holocaust speaker Henry Oertel! presented his opinions,
they had."
Dehumanization was a key hardships and triumphs last Monday in Atwood Theatre.
element in Hitler's campaign.
were looking like they should look
"One loose comer on my
Oertelt explained that it began with •like," Ocrtelt said.
friend's patch cost him his life,"
the children in school not being
It was then that Hitler found a Oerteltsaid.
able to have an opinion of voice. All
way to pin-point whether a person
In November 1938, a 1?-yearthe Jewish children were asked not
was Jewish or not; the six.-poiIJted old boy stormed into a Nazi
to speak in classrooms.
yellow stars with the word Jude, headquarters and shot a Nazi
The restrictions gradually Gennan for "Jew", firmly attached.
soldier who had delivered a bea~ng
increased. Jews were not allowed to
Individuals who didn't have to his father.
enter restaurants, attend concerts, or
patches sewn to their clothing in the
"Hitler issued warnings upon
board public conveyances.
proper fashion were carted away by the hour as to the conpition of the
"Hitler felt that not all Jews
the Nazis.
individual and reminders of the

An Unforgettable

Christmas

grave consequences the Jewish six. digit number tattooed to his left
people would face if the man died," ann.
"In one ins lance 90 to I 00
Oerteltsaid.
On Nov. 9 the man died. "That people were pushed into one car,
evening the sky was red and glass standing up, with me," Oertelt said.
covered the streets."
"We spent two and a half days in
Thirty-five Jews were killed the wagon and one third of us died."
Auschwitz. was the largest
trying to defend their businesses,
_and 30,000 Jewish men were concentration camp·that Hitler had
in operation, and more than- one
rounded up in the night
In March, 1943, 90 percent o million people-"""'a re estimated t
the Jews had been evacuated from have died there.
Germany. Oertelt was in the
'The worst thing I ever saw
remaining 10 percent.
wasn't people being !}ttacked by
"I thought that possibly Hitler dogs, or being beaten," Oertelt said,
was too busy with the war to be " It was seeing the childi:en being
concerned with the rest of us," separated from their loved ones."
Oertelt said. He was wrong.
The final days of the war, in
At 2 a.m. bullets splattered his 1945, Oertelt was led on a threefamily's front door.
day "Death March" to •a train
'.'You have 15 minutes," said a station.
man in black.
Oertelt and his family were
rounded up and distributed into a
conveyor used for livestock
Go TO HOLOCAUST, PAGE 7 •
transportation.
"You could sti ll see the
remaining feces on the planks of Nobody D~i"Sfffr:g»;;;a~t'Grt
the floor," Oertelt said.
·
-~
,
Ocrtelt was deposited at several ·
ti
!:I
different concentration camps,

~tu1~°f4. ~u!c!~~:~ ;i~~~itl~~ ~
stripped him of. his remaining ·
identity and he_obtained the four to

-
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Atwood director earns award

Grube
PAGE 1
Shoemaker ·said

numereus

types of training have started and
will continue to take place
throughout the year.
"It was clear, we need a
strategic plan and he was the
catalyst for strategic planning,"
Shoemaker said.
According to Sue Prout,
executive assistant to the president,

a

Grube is not on
contract as
president of this uriiversity, .unlike
the faculty.
She also said that if a president
wished to resign, he or she would
only haVe to give a two-week
notice; however, for the best
interest of the university, presidents
at SCSU have finished the school
year in the past.
The fiscal school year runs
from July 1 to June 30.

Grube, for the time being, will
continue to slrive to make the good
times outweigh the hard times.

Husky
PAGE 1
"If you ask it just might happen
- kind of like getting a date for the
prom," Wegener said.

Margaret Vos
earns award in
November, now
faces uncertain
future with SCSU

for the JX>Sition.
If she decides to not run for the ·
position or if she is nOt chosen for
that role, she w-0urd then return
back to the being the director of
UPB. Ostman would then return to
her JX>Sition as assistant director of
housing.
According to Lee Bird, vi'ce
president for Student Life and
byRyan_Voz
Development, a national search has
EDITOR
begun and the university plans to
Oftentimes profesSOrs and staff have the JX>Sition filled by the end
members
change
positions of January or the beginning of
throughout their career filling February.
Vos was named for the award on
interim roles as they ascend the
Nov. 8, .at the Region JO annual
ladder of suCcess.
,
As time progresses the ' confei'ence for the Association of
temporary nature of this title tends College Unions International,
which was held at Southwest State
to f~. Margaret Vos, in her third University in Marshall, Minn.
Unfortunately, Vos was sick at
year as interim director of Atwood
Memorial Center, this step has led home and was uiiable to attend the
her to the opportunity to be hired conference.
North Dakota, South Dakota,
into a penn~ent JX>Sition.
Vos recently found out that Joe Iowa, Wisconsin and the province
Opatz, special assistant to the of Saskatchewan, Canada are
presidenl, will not be returning as members of the region, which
AMC's director. Opatz had been the · consists of about 60 universities and
colleges.
director of AMC for eight years.
"It was the first conference I was
Vos is an alumna of SCSU who
graduated with a master's degree in unable to attend," Vos said. "It was
1982: She got her start as ~he hard to stay home, but I would have
University Programming Board contaminated around 300 people."
It might have been even harder
Director in 1986.
She held the director position for Vos to stay away if she would
have
known she had been chosen lo
for nine years, before deciding to
take the interim position as director receive the award.
"I didn't ~ven know my name
of AMC. Rick Haught hel~ the
JX>Sition for the following yea, and was submitted for-the award." Vos
Jessica Ostman has held the JX>Stibn said. "ll was a real ... secretive
process."
for two years since his departure.
She said the award has been in
Vos, recently received the
Sigglekow-Starr Award for her existence for .12 to 15 years.
'The award is for an outstanding
achievements while running a
professional who is also an
student union.
However, Vos at this JX>int is outstanding leader," Bird said.
Vos oversees 127 people in
undedded if she is going to apply

Mark Mills, adviser of "Husky
Magazine," said two options are
being considered in order to secure
a time for the show.
One option is to choose the air
time and pay KMSP for that slot.
Mills" said the cost would be
approximately $300 per episode.
The other option would be to take a
free., time,.
cboSC1Lby K.MSP
Such a slot would probably not be
the best available.
Wegener said the university is
willing to do what it can to help the
show get the best time slot possible.
The first show will air on Dec.
17, which is a Saturday, Drew said.
This will require some change
PAGE
in content because the show used to
run on Fridays and included
previews of Saturday games.
The decision m3.de must be
"Change is necessary, change is
implemented and the conflict
good," Drew said, noting the first
ends at this stage.
show would include packages on
'They'll probably say no,"
the men's and women's basketball . Roth _ said,
anticipating
seasons, as well as a package on the
MnSCU's response, which
hockey season.
·
should come within 15 days
She said her crew was very
after receipt.
excited by their move to a new
Richard
MacDonald,
channel, and would change as
assistant
professor
of
necessary to meet KMSP's
economics, said he also thought
requirements. She said they were
the request for arbitration would
ready to go and had resolved the
be refused by MnSCU.
kinks
.
" They have nothing to gain,"
"We've·had a quarter to get our
he explained.
groove down," Drew said.
If arbitration is refused, it is
possible to go to a strike, but
there
are
still
many
requirements to be met and
preparations to be made.
MacDonald described the strike .
as a very drastic measure to

Strike

Oertelt

Page 7

The final days of the war American
troops liberated Oertelt's group from
captivity and the Red Cross distributed
food and medical assistance.
"I think Roosevelt was a great
president, but I accuse him Of the death
of my mother and the hell that my
brother and I went through," Oertelt
said.
• Millions of Jews, Polish- Christians
and Gypsies died during the reign of
Hitler.

talce.
'The issue comes down to
can the union get · folks .to
strike." Roth explained.
On Dec. 5, a motion
regarding the strike vote was
also passed by IFO. With this,
IFO has permission to take a
secret ballot vote of its
members Such a vote will
determine how willing people
are to get serious.
Roth said if the vote reveals
. the faculty members are willing
to strike, IFO .will more than
likely
begin
making
preparations to do so if all else
fails.
"You don't start by trying to
strike,'' he "said. "You start by
trying to settle things in a
reasonable manner."

'The way we could prevent this
from happening again is eliminating
hatred and living together without racial
prejudices," said sophomore Jess Von
Bank. --oertelt's speech made you
realize how you would have felt, had
you gone through it. It brings you down
to a more personal level."
"Nobody has the right to hate anyone
else, unless they can _show to flli.Jhat
they
chose
their
parents,"
Oenelt said.

Margaret Vos, interim director of Atwood Memorial Center, was
presented the Sigglekow-Starr award at the Association of
College Unions International conference.
AMC, where she credits her staff
for the recent award.
"I work with the best staff and
this awardi s not real deserving."
Vos said. "I'm a little sheepish
winning this award."
Vos said her main goal for AMC

Speaker
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She added, 'Three or four years
ago the Legos Company made new
Legos for girls, they were pastel
colored and cu_rved shapes. This was
obviously a marketing ploy. However
it's a continuum of boys playing with
square toys and being aggressive and
girls playing with curved toys and
having tea parties." .
She mentioned solutions that
worked_in the past. In the 1970s the
emergency women shelters and
women crisis centers were run by
volunteers. Women· helped other
women in an effort to stop sexual
violence.
Twenty
years
ago
police
interrogation of sexual assault
survivors was another issue sexual
assault survivors had to deal with.
Although women today go
through the same interrogation

R.edu ue
R E C

Y

is to provide a kind of warm place
where students can ·gather, talk and
even debate.
•
- '1 think our student union is the
best student union in the Midwest,"
Vos said.

process, they can get an sexual
assault advQCate.
Forty years ago, if a woman was
raped the police were not very
sympathetic to women reporting
sexual crimes.
The best movement is women
heipit \g other women in the volunteer
effort, Roth said.
Other solutions Roth offered were
writing letters, making phone
calls to companies, boycotting,
demonstrating and picketing stores
and corporations who sell or
advertise degrading images of
women and children. She said that
even one letter can be effective.

For more informntion about the
Women on Wednesday series call the
Women's
Center
at

255-4958.
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EDITORIAL

Winter driving dangers
. become more imminent
with increased speeds
Five miles an hour.
The miniscule distance from 65 to 70 miles per
hour or 55 to 60 miles per hour on your spedometer
brings with it a new level of danger.
Eight people died in traffic accidents in Minnesota
during the first snowfall on Nov. 4, including
Minneapolis Fire Capt. Leroy Swenson, of Buffalo. It
must be noted that Swenson died when walking
toward another accident when he was crushed by a 2
and a half ton truck that Jost control and rolled over.
In all, 131 accidents with injuries and more than 600
other crashes were reported that weekend.
-This is a constant reminder that when people do
not drive under control and drive pertinent to the
conditions, innocent bystanders can die. You are not
only endangering your own life, but others for not
being cautious.
,
For some, a cure might be not to drive on days
when roads are dangerous. That is what a lot of
people in southern states such·as. Texas do. Ice storms
are few and far between there but most activities are
cancelled on days when roads are dangerous.
For some reason, people in Minnesota think
because they have grown up here, they are
·
automaticly winter-driving experts. Obviously not, or
the winter acciaent statistics woul not be
ridiculously high. Guaranteed, not all the accidents
were from tourists visiting Minnesota's "winter
wonderland."
· ·
Making things worse are the poor plowing
conditions around SCSU. Supposedly, the City of St.
Cloud plow team won an award for their competenc~,
but on the south side this does not show. Granted, it is
not completely their fault. With this area being so
crammed for space, and soon to be more qarnmed
with the building of the new library, there is very
little space to pile the mountains' of snow.
So for people who persist on driving during
Minnesota's worst winter conditions, such as on Nov.
4, full coverag'e auto insui-ance is a must. But
insurance cann6~ pring back a life.

GUFSTEssAY
BILL LANGEN, FACULTY ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE

Professor looks for students to
support the Faculty Association
almost no room to jockey. budget !hi,, way; how long
On Friday the State
On the other han~"(e had wgyld yoµ,.s~?
oard of the.{!)terEaculty
an understanding with
We faculty are drawing
Organization (IFO), the
MnSCU that both sides
a line in the sand. We say
bargaining agent for the
state university
would come to the that the quality of the state
faculty, authorized
table with realistic universities depends on
its Executive
proposals, that the the faculty we can attract
goal would be to
and retain. Salary is an
Committee to set a
wrap up
_important consideration in
date·for a strike
negotiations
these matters. We also
vote. Why have
promptly and get
think we deserve_a salary
contract
on with our real
offer commensurate with
negotiations gone
jobs as educators. the quality of the services
so badly that state
university students,
Our first proposal was
we provide. Our
faculty, staff and
then for a roughly 6.5
universities enjoy an
administration must now
percent
excellent
contemplate the very real
increase,
reputation
prospect of a strike?
well below
••
nationally and
Before the expiration of the 8.5
we intend to
percent
Could there be a defend that
our last contract, IFO
negotiators met to map out sought for
morep,,...,.ect reputation.
the U of M
~•J•
Students can
strategy. They decided to
faculty. ·
example of their help us.
try a daring departure
from past practice: they
MnSCU
amateurish
Demand that
gambletl that as academics announced , •
nd both sides
that they
. incompetence a
negotiate
and professionals they
should be able to dispense had no
their consunmrate seriously,
with the silly and timemoney and
Contemhtfior the canomdpetently
could only
r
. consuming rituals of
previous negotiations.
offer us I
state universities? professionally
percent
in an ·
Instead of starting with a
very optimistic salary
since they
atmosphere of
proposal on our side
had already
mutual respect.
given almost all of the
If that message gets
countered by an
insttltingly low proposal
money to other unions in
through, we'll have a
from the other side, we
earlier negotiations.
contract in a matter of
said, ''Let's skip the
Could there be a more
weeks. In the meantime,
preliminaries and get to
perfect example of their
we're not holding our
the bottom line," MnSCU amateurish incompetence · breath. Our Action
agreed.
and their consummate
Committee will be taking
Our first proposal was
contempt for the state
prudent steps to prepare for
then risky. Since it was
universities? Suppose you the possibility of a strike.
our boU?m line, it Jeft__us _.'!' students managed your
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Easier to ban
smoking than
to clean campus
As I cross this beautiful campus, I see many
wonderful things - landscaped grounds, varied
archltecture, artwork and sculpture, people from m~ny
places and countries. I also see cigarette·butts almost
everywhere, strewn about without regard as to how near
HITHER
or far an ashtray may be.
&
There has been a suggestion that
YON
the.residence halls, or perhaps the
entJ.re campus, be made smoke-free.
To be perfectly honest, I would vote
yes to that idea in a heartbeat.
I am not saying I am against
smokers. I personally think smoking
is bad for a person's health, and
anyone nearby at that time, but we
each have our own vices. I used to
smoke, so I kriow-whereof-I~ - ---"-' preacheth. As long as your smoking
NATHAN A.
does not infrillge upon my life
AHI,.BORN
(unless I allow it), go ahead.
Unfortunately1 the smoking
minority on this campus affects the nonsmoking
majority in a few significant ways, every day.
How, do you ask?
Well, first, is there a single student, faculty or staff
member who has not had tO walk through a haze of
cigarette i moke a1 the-entrance to some building o
other from all the smokers right outside the doors? With
winter upon us, this is even more of a probJem than in
the warmer months. The smokers are trying to stay as
warm as possible, but this forces every non-smoker to
"share" that secondhand smoke.
Secondly, as good a job as the campus maintenance
departmenfand general maintenance workers's do
cleaning up, there are always cigarette butts everywhere
one goes. I know some smokers are very con~ientious
about disposing of their cigarette butts in ashtrays (and I
say Thank You to those of you who do), but in my
experience the majority of smokers just throw their
filter down wherever they might be - between
buildings, two feet from an ashtray, onto the grass, the
sidewalk, in front of the residence halls - wherever.
, It just looks so cool to flip that butt into the air,
right? Instead of just putting it into one_of the dozens of
ashtrays located all over the campus, why not just throw
it down wherever, right? This is the point that annoys
me the most.
After all, you don't see 50 or 60 soda cups or cans
lying in front of Mitchell Hall, Stewart Hall, or the
ECC every night do yOu? How would the student body
at large react if thousands of students, faculty and staff
threw their drink cups and containers anywhere they
wanted to everyday?
Yet everyday the thousands of smokers on this
campus who are too lazy, ignorant, or selfish to care
make MY school look like some Joe Camel recruitment
center - and I do not appreciate that.
So, I would vote for a non-smoking campus. Not
because I am against smoking, but because of the way
some smokers act. I thiflk it will be easier to ban
smoking here at SCSU then it will be to get most
smokers to act responsibly.
If I am wrong, then I challenge all of you smokers
out there to prove me so. I would eat that crow
willingly (and with mustard 1). Thanks again to all the
GMWs out there who work so hard to keep my - and
your - campus so _clean.

Recognizing diversity creates character
Diversity· is what most
of is difference and you can s~e
people enjoy about life. There is it in our opinions, culture, race,
a strive to be unique in
motivations and pursuits to
everyone but at the same time to name a few. To recognize and
be part of the group. Just as we
experience these differences, I
stand up and show society who
believe, builds character.
we are and what we represent as
I believe you have to have
individuals, a group of people in experiences in life to he1p
this society can do the same. I
remove one's ignorance when it
don't think demand for a special comes to race. Whether it be in
identity is what prevents us
_ attending speakers, taking
from being a harmonious
classes, or just the interaction in
nation.
everyday life. I spent the first 18
I believe in my history class
years of my life growing up in _
the instructor referred to the
rural Minnesota. I had no
U.S. as tOssed salad. You put all interaction with a person of
the ingredients in and mix it up, another race. I could have sat
but in the end you can still pick and told you that I wasn't racist
out and separate those
and had no prejudice. What you
ingredients. If difference is seen believe is what you are told or
as a detriment to society then I · the reactions you saw from
think we might as well call it
people when discussing the
quits. What this world is made
subject of race.

After spending four years in
the U.S. Navy I have interacted •
with people from all over the
U.S. and the World.
I saw my prejudices and
stereotypes through my
interaction with these people.
This interactjon has helped me
to see that a serious problem.
does exist and that you need to
remove your prejudice and
stereotypes by interacting with
people from the race in whiCh
those exist. A good friend of
mine who is an African ,
American told me when he
found out I was retqming to
Minnesota to remember my
experiences,.tor they will make
me a better man,
Ross A. Frericks
Sophomore
Business

Letters Im.1st include:
name, yeiar

ll1

school (if arplicable), najor

school and a signature.

ll1
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HAVE you rHouqHr Abour WHERE you will be
liviNq NEXT yeAR?
TI-£ CLASSIC, BRIDGEVEW SOlITH, PARK
SOlITH, RIVER RDGE AN) BRDGEVEW WEST.
Otr buidngs hove a, of the amerities that you
would expect n 1" class accorrrnodations. Plus
some have extras rlke in-.house compt..4ers

free . for

· student use and tuckunder parking.
We have two and -f0t.r bedr6orn apartments all

withrl walking distance to campus.

Cl-ieck

us ouT you woN'T ~E diSAppoiNTEd. ,

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC.

·259-4259

,.J

__,
CANCUN[HJ]

JAMAICA'

FLORIDA ..
Call today! , Sp111.c• is limit•d

1800648-4849

Ian.
. r
.:___t__
,s

S_ ~
December 11, 1997 _
-Thursday, _

1A
111
Cbro~'A
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-Bulldogs
escape
with .OT
triumph
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

Even SCSU junior guard Katie
Shea's 26 points, IO~rcbounds and

four assists couldn't overcome the
14th nationally ranked University
of Minnesota-Duluth's overtime

surge, as the Huskies lost 93-88 at
home.
Junior guard Teri Watkins'
three-pointer with 21 secondS

Shane Opatz/PH(JTO EDfTOR

remaining in regulation tied· the First-year SCSU forward Christine Williamson (right) the lace of Minnesota-Duluth.fo,ward Laura Hanson (left) alter blocking her
game at 79-79, but it was the shot attempt in the second hall qi Tuesday's game at Halenbeck Hall. The Huskies fell to the Bulldogs 93-88 in OT.
Bulldogs' show in overtime. UMD
"Sarah Brand had a good game
Ulferts feels her team is ready to
scored 14 points to the Huskies' · final two minutes before Watkins that sc01:ed in double digits,
including Shea's game high 26 off the bench," Ulferts said. "She play Moorhead and the' North
nine in overtime to give the tied the game.
"We played very good in the points.
First-year
forwards will start the next game for us."
Central Conference, but she wants
Bulldogs a five-po_int victory.
Sophomore guard Sarah Brand to employ more rebounding ip her
The SCSU women's basketbaif second half," SCSU Head Coach ~hristine Williamson along with
team (5-3 overall) came back from Lori Ulferts said. "We played a lot Schreiner scored 17 and 21 points, came off the bench to store eight strategy.
points, grab 11 rebounds, and
'There's a ·lot of teams in the
an I I-point margin in the final eight of defense during the run we made and Watkins added I0.
in the last eight minutes, but we
Ulferts ~as also pleased with the dish out three assists in 28 minutes. NCC that are gocx:1 and_we're going
minutes of the game.
production that came from her
SCSU will hit the rciad as they to . haye to play equally as well as
First-year
forward
Tina didn't score in the overtime."
The Huskies had four players bench Tuesday night.
play at Moorhead State tonight.
them," Ulferts said.
Schreiner hit four jumpers in the

Mens hoops SCSU faces biggest test of season
Showdown with UNO has first place on the line
looking to
bounce back
by Rob UP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR

Sean Whitlock is not used to losjng games
this early in the season, but the senior guard is
confident~ SCSU men's basketball team (2-3
overall) wiO get back on track starting this
weekend.
"It's a bit disappointing, because you never
want to lose games," Whitlock said. "But right
now, confidence is the most important thing and
I am confident we will come back and get a
couple of wins this weekend."
The Huskies host Presentation College
Thursday night at Halenbeck Hall. Saturday
night, SCSU hits the road to take on Wmona
State University.
"'Ibis season we have a lot more road games
and have a much more difficult non-conference
schedule than the pasi," Whitlock said. ''The
loss to Northern State was promising because
of the fact they were ranked eighth in the nation
and we didn't play our best game and we still
almost beat them."
One of the things that has plagued the
Huskies early on is the inability to hit the
outside shot.
SCSU's 47.5 field goal percentage led the
N.9rth Central Conference last season, but this
year dropped to 43.4 percent from the field. Not
a huge drop off, but considering senior center
Jon Hinzman gets 51.9 percent of his field goals
made from the inside - it is.
Whitlock said the loss· of last year's guards

Go TO HOOPS, PAGE 12 •

The SCSU hockey team has plenty at
stake heading into this weekend's
showdown with the defending national
champion University of North Dakota.
The biggest stake on the line is first place
in the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association.
Heading into this weekend, the Huskies
(9-3-J· overall, 8-1-1 WCHA) have 17
points, two more points than second-place
UND (7-2-1 overall, 7-2-1 WCHA) and
Colorado College (8-4-2 overall, 7-4-1
WCHA).
With the Tigers playing a non-conference
series with Mankato State University this

weekend; a Husky split in Grand Forks,
N.D. would guarantee sole possession of
first place.
SCSU sophomore forward Mike
Rucinski said he likes the Huskies' chances
of picking up their fourth consecutive road
sweep.
;
"At 8-1-1, I think we have set a little
standard for ourselves," Rucinski said.
"Now_we know we can play with any team

'They play great as a team," Hoogsteen
said. "We have to be at the top of our game.
If we-are, I feel we can sweep. ff not, SCSU
will walk all over us."
While the Huskies have put together an
eight-game unbeaten string (7-0-1), UND
has been impressive as well going 6-1-1
overtheirlisteightgames.
Rucinski said everyone knows about
UND, but nobody expected' the Huskies to

~:n:~!:g~: :r!:eF~i~~tg!:g~~~
then worry about the next one."
With the early season success SCSU has
endured this season, particularly on the road,
UND junior forward David Hoogsteen said
it is pivotal their team comes prepared from
the first drop of the puck.

OO~,~~nn:r;r:~r:~~ think it's a
fluke," Rucinski said. 'This weekend will be
a huge test for us, but it will not make or
break our season if we win or lose."
UND possesses a lot of offensive threats

Go TO SHOWDOWN, PAGE 12 •
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Professional sports --:- ,ts it.p rofessional?
With the latest incident
revolving around NBA star Latrell

Sprewell, it is honest to
say that professiona1
spons is turning into non•
professional sports.
In case yoU are living
under a rock, Sprewell
was the fonner Golden
State Warrior guard

Now I have heard of being out
of line,

~

but Sprewell's actions were

TALKIN' TIIE

TALK
~-=~~

very unprofessional and ,,
ludicrous.
on'Tuesday, Sprewell
publicall)' spoke about
the incident saying he
was sony for what he
said, but he didn't feel
his actions were worthy

recently was suspended

of a one-year ban from

by the Warriors and the

the NBA.
"I've worked this hard

NBA
An incident occurred

dµring a Golden State
practice. Warrior Head
Coach P.J. Carlesimo was
the target of a threat froffi
Sprewell who threatened to
kill Carlesimo during
practice.

to get here (the NBA),"
Sprewell said ..'1 don't
see how just like that
LAPI..ANTE they can take it away
from me."
Well, Mr. Sprewell, it's not lhe
NBA's fault you are out of work,
rather it's your own stupidity that

BY RdB

Hoops
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Tony Morrow and Jon Bryant has
had a lot to· do with the shooting
struggl~. but isn't ihe reason for
the slow start.
'~Losing Tony and Jon makes it
difficult," Whitlock said. "But there
is a lot more going on besides
missin_g shots. We have. five or six
new guys getting minutes, so it
makes it tough early on getting into
a rhythm."
The Huskies have been
hampered early on with nagging
injuries, forcing several key players
to miss games, or play in limited
action. '
The latest casualty is senior
forward Mark Hein, who suffered a
knee injury forcing Hein to miss the
next 1-2 weeks.
SCSU's most consistent shooter
has been freshman guard Ned
Wrightson. Wrightson leads the
Huskies with a 52.2 peicent
accuracy.
But SCSU's other guards, ·
Whitlock and Dix have struggled to
find the touch early on.
•
Whitlock is shooting · 29.3
_percent from the.field and Dix is at
36.2 percent. ·
''The only tlling we can do about
that is keep shooting, because we
have some good shooters and
eventually it will come around,"
Whitlock said.
Winona State heads into
SaturdaY's game with the Huskies
with a 3.4 record.
They are led by forward Jason
Treptow, who averages 13.4 points
per game and 8.6 rebounds per
game.
The Huskies will look to
Hinzman to continue to lead them.
Hinzman thrOugh five games is
averaging 21.6 ppg and 12.2 rpg.
Even tho.ugh the season is five
games young, Whitlock said the
Huskies must look at the games this
weekend as must win.
"We have to play with a sense.of
urgency now," Whitlock said. "Our
goal is to win the conference and
make the playoffs and the nonconference has a lot to do with
teams making the playoffs. So_with
three games left before conference
starts up, it_is urgent now that we
win."
Tip-off for today's game with
Presentation College is at7:30 p.m.
and Satu~r at WSU is 7 p.m.

caused your unemployment.
Amazingly, Sprewell hired
attorney Johnnie Cochran, who
successfully defended OJ.
Simpson's murder trial, to sit next
to him and give a statement duriiig
Sprewell'£ news conference on
Tuesday.
My advice for Mr. Sprewell is
this; yes, you are losing out on $33
million, but admit what you did
was wrong and take the millions
you have already earned and invest
it like an average American citizen
would do.
Sprewell is not the only person
making news in professional sports
this year.
NFL running back Lawrence
Phillips, fonnerly with the St.
Louis Rams, was dropped by the

Rams earlier this year for his
'Iimberwolves dealt him last year
constant off-the-field problems.
to thj, Portland Trailblazers.
Fortunately for Phillips, the
Even a change of scenery didn't
Miami Dolphins have invited him
help Rider as he has had four
for a tryout, but if Phillips shows
different run-ins with the law in
any signs of relying on·drugs and
Oregon.
alcohol, he will quickly be
.
So why do fans pay hundreds,
dumped, due to the emergence of ·
even thousands:of dollars each
Dolphin running back Karim
'
year to watch these athletes?
Abdul-Jabbar.
Why do fans tolerate people
Fans of Minnesota already
that make their li~ng working
know what it is like to have an
three hours a night, opposed to
eight or nine hours a day?
unprofessional athlete i:emember Isiah 'Don't call me
The reason why, is because
J.R.' Rider?
what we see on television with the
. Rider was the epitome of the
'extraordinary thip.gs these athletes
immature athlete. After three or
can do is worth watchil).g and
four runs-ins with the law, one
worth the price of admission. And
would think they would get the
Americans know not to let a
point, but Rider just thought it was . couple of basket cases· get in the
another game, so the
way of something we enJoy.

Huskies set to host 27th Invite
Sixteen team invitational sports talented squads
by Tyson Jahn.
STAFF WRITER

SCSU will host the 27th Annual
St. Cloud State Invitational on
Saturday at Halenbeck Hall. The
matches will begin at 9 p.m.
Huskies head coach Steve
Grimit wants his players to do the
best they possibly can on the mat.
"We always put _the best people
we have out on the mat to wrestle,"
Grimit said. "We want to put
together a good team for this
tournament."
This year the Huskies will be
hosting a 16 team tournament. The
schools participating in the
tournament this weekend are:
University of Wisconsin-Lacrosse,
South Dakota State, -Augsburg,
Dickinson State, Valley City State,
Northern
State, · Concordia
/Moorhead,
University
of
Wisconsin-Stout, Southwest State,
Moorhead State, Ridgewater
Community College, Bismarck
Community College, St. John's,
Jameston College, and the
University of Mary.
.
'The competition we're against
isn't like last weekend at Northern
Iowa, where there was nationaJly
ranked teams," Grimit Commented.

rrfl~

on the team, will start in the 158

.l_~W~~res\6n==~'"=cg._~I ~~~e~~aij~nio:C~~~~ J::!
"But there is still tough coi-opetition
for us this weekend."
1be starting line up for SCSU is
freshmen Darren Dummer in the
119 pound weight class, who has a
2~2 record for the season. At 126 is
junior Wade Chapman and
junior Brian Heimerl
at 134, who is
wrestling in his
first t1latch from

;:i:~;;1:

I{

~

season with a
~
knee injury.
"Heimerl is
an
outstanding
athlete with a lot of
talent. He was an
excellent wrestler in high
school," Grimit said "He has great
abilities and he's been practicing.
He's in better wrestling shape and
he'll improve."
Junior Brett Swaim will be
wrestling in the 142 category, with
first year player Klaus Albe_rl!i at
150.
First year wrestler Justin Cox,
who recently became eligible to be

Showdown
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will be in the 167 and 177 classes,
respectively.
tunior Jesse Nelson and
sophomore Chad Imkcr will be the
probable starters- for the 190 and
heavyweight classes.
Grimit wants his
team to accomplish
many. goals this
weelcen , but
more of. the

.,M

~:¾selv::::

them
to
execute the
offense,"
Grimit
commented. "We
didn't do that at
NDSU, but we did it at
Northern Iowa"
Last year the Huskies finished
the tournament in third place with
96 points. Ryan Marx, among the
players on this year's roster, placed
fifth at ' the meet i°'the 118 class.
Augsburg won-the competition
with 160 points and they have won
the event five of the last eight years.
The University ,of Mary followed

with 110 points for a second place
finish. SCSU's last championship
was in 1987.
"We want to taJce the right steps
in becoming a successful team,"
Grimit said. ''I hope that we
continue to move in the right
direction and maybe shoot for a win
in the big tournament."
Grimit admits that he ,ts still
filling in roster spots and trying neW
people to prepare or the tiig
division tournaments. He is 1rying
to fill the vacancies in the 142, 150._.
and 151:! classes, due to the absences
of Keith Werk, Andy Reigstad and
Jeff Bullennall.
''I just want the guys to continue
to wrestle and be more. aggressive
on offense," Grimit commented. "I
just want them to know that it's
important for them to wrestle the
style that will help them improve."
Grimit will be putting faith on
some of the younger members on
the team, but he is still depending
on good play from his veterans.
"I think we have a stable line up,
but it will be changed as the season
goes along," Grimit said. , ''I am
hoping that the captains Jeff
Schroeder and Ryan Marx continue
to emerge."
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including last seasons.Hobey Baker
finalist · Jason Blake- at Center.
Hoogsteen led DND in scoring last
season with 54 points and this
season is off to another quick start.
Along
with
Blake
and
Hoogsteen, senior defenseman
Curtis Murphy is a threat from the
will walk
blue line. These three players all
played a pivotal role in UND's
David Hoogsteen
march to a naiional championship
last spring and all three players
UNO JUNIOR FORWARD
were iiamed to the WCHA First
Team as well.
· Parrish said this weekend will be a impressive 9-1-2_ record and 2.34
"(UNO) hurts you with their great clash of each teams strengths. g~ls against average.
offensive fire power," Rucinski
''It will _definitely lead to an
UND's goaltending is up in the
said. "It makes it that more interesting matchup of their air. Sophomore goaltender Aaron
important that we stay out of the talented forwards against our Schweitzer led North Dakota to a
penalty box and four-on-four defense and goaltending," Parrish national championship last season,
situations, because they have too said.
but this season has split time with
much skill up front."
The Huskies will rely on the freshman Karl Goehring.
As .for .the defensive ·minded'" sfrong start froni senior ggaltender
With both teams coming into the
Huskies, junior defenseman Geno Brian Leitza. Leitza ha5 posted an series with winning-streaks and a lot

We have to be at the top of our game.
lf we are, I feel we can sweep. if not,
SC.SU
all over us.

of confidence, it should lead to an
interesting battle for first place
according to Hoogsteen.·
"It's our last series before
Christmas," Hoogsteen said. "We
are all looking at this weekend as a
huge weekend and everyone is
focused for it and hopefully we can
taJce two games."
Parrish agreed, saying the
weekend
holds
extreme
importance.
We have a beautiful aura right
now, in that .we feel we can come
back from any deficit," Parrish said.
We really want a sweep."
Both Friday and "Saturday's
games face-off al 7:35 p.m. at
Ralph Engelstad Arena.
Saturday game can be seen live
on UPN Channel 9.
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
,.,,,,,,___,,,,

NCCIIBO'sll.ulmnau. -

Jamesmwn Colleb'C" at North Dakota

1997·985tffr,dings
Team
·Nee
Overall
Sou thI>JkolaState . ......0-0 ......: ........7--0

Northern Si. ac Mankato St.

........•...0-0...... ........7-0
Nonh Dakota State.... . .. 0-0 ............ ...6-0
Mankato Slate.....
..0-0 ............. .5-0
NorthDakola ............... . 0-0... ...... S-2
Augl151ana....
........0-0.... . .. •5-2
Nonhcm Colorado .. ........ 0-0 ............ 4-2
Nebraska-Omaha ....... . ... 0-0................4-3
St. Cloud State ..... .........0-0 ................ 2-3
Morningside ....................... 0-0 ................2-1
South Dakota

~
Prese!Uation c.o!kge at St. Cloud St.,

Moorhead St. at North Dakota
~ings at Nebraska-Omaha
Dakota 'Wt-:sleyanatAugusiana
Southwe9:St. atSoulhDakota
Nonh Dakota SI:. at UM-Duluth

Tw#av·, Bn.r 5mm
Minneooca-Du!uth ..........42.....37..... 14-93
St. Cloud State....
.36... .43.......9-88
UMO- SUcy Rubetg-Nelson 2-6, 2-2Fiero l0-19, 34---23 p.s .. Betsy
Pacha!I0-21,1 - l-21plS.,Susan
AndeffiOO. 0-7, 5-10-5 plS., Chri&y Robens
6--16,S,6--18p1s.,SarahMatsooJ.3,0-0-2ptS.,Ka1e SalzsiederO-O,O-O--Op1S.,
l..iura Hanson 7-18," 1-2-18 pcs. T,pls: FG
36-?J, ITl7-27PF.zo,ro 12.
SCSU-Christine Williamson 6--14, 56-17 ptS.. TmaSchrciner9-15, 2-6---21
pts .• LeahThom;en 1-8, 2-2----4 plS .• Katie
Shea 9-15, 7-7-26 pt<;., Teri Watkins 4-9.
0-0--!0p(S., Emily Andeison0-1, 0-0--0
ptS., Sarah Brand 4-9, 0-0---a ptS. , SaTJ.
Blade1-3. 0-0--2pts.' TO!als: FG}i-74, IT
16--21, PP22, T024.

,.,,,,,,___,,,,

NoJth DakOla at Bemidji St

Mary at SouthDakola
, Mounl Marty ar Nebraska-Omaha
Nonhem Colorado at C.olorado Springs

:~:,:;=

SL, 7 p.m.
MidlandLutheranatSouthDakoot
UM-Duluth at Mankaro St
M<x>cheadSl. atNorthDakoot

UM.qook&on at Nonh Dakorn Si.
BriardifTatMomingside
Colorado College at Northern c.olo.ado

Dakoot Wcsley;m at Auguslana
Northern St. a1 South Dakou. SI:.

NCC WOMD'■ ll.ulmnau.1997-98 94n4#nn
Team
NCC
Overall
Mankato Swe ....... ......... 0-0 ....... .... ... 6-0
Morningside .. ... .........0-0 ........... ... .4-0
North Dakota State .......... 0-0 . .... .... ... 7•1
North Dakota .
.......... 0-0 ....... ...6--1
Northern Colorado . ... . 0-0 .. .., ..... ...5-l
Auguinna ... ............ .... 0-0 . ...............4-2
St. Cloud Stale . ...............•0-0 .. •······ ...·.5-3
South Dakota Stace ...........0-0................ 5-3
- Nebr-..-ika-Omaha ......... _.0-0 ..... ..... ..4-3
SouthD-.i.kota ..................0-0 ..... ......... 2-4

--

Morningside at Wayne Si

6 ptS. , Sue

7t3(lp.IIL

UM-Duluth 93. St. Cloud St. 88. ar
~
' St. Cloud St. al Moorhead St., 7 p.m.

..,,,,,__,,,,,,

Three-pointers - UMO: Hanson 3-6,
Roberts 1-8,Anderrono-4; SCSU: Watkins
2-5, Shea 1-2, Schreiner 1-3, Ander.ion 0-1,
Brand 0-1 . Rebounds - UMD: Pachal 12;
SC.SU: Brand 11. Steals - UMD: Anderson
6;SCSU8rand2.As.si.sts-UMD:
Anderson14;SCSU:Watkins4.Bk:x:k.sUMI> Fiero 1; SCSU: Williamson 5. ATI-

7&J.

N C C -- - - 1997-28 ktw4Hle: & Bwllu
~ . l
Nov. 7
Nov. 11
Dec S-0
Dec 12.
Dec. 13
Jan. lO
Jan 16--17
Jan. 23-24

UW-RiverFallsll2-66,120-89
UW-Eau Caire 96--123, 113-130
St. Bencdict·s 161-139
UND Invite CThird/Se,.:ond)
South Dakol:a Slate
6 p.m. ,
South Dak~a
I p.m
Gold Country Invite
11:l..m.
SI:. 13en's/St. john's
TBA
UW-Slevens Point
TBA

Club Germain Fitness

Holiday Special

tJ $f9,95 ~

StJohn's
3 p.m.
6 p.m.
North""""'
Feb 7
Mankato State
l p.m
Feb. 19-21 NCC Meet (UND)
TBA
Mar. IO- J4 . NCMChampion.ships TBA

• Nautilus

• Stairclimbers

• Aerobics

• Free Weights

• Treadmills

• Marcy Gym

• Spa

• Personal Trainer

* No Contract
* No Initial Fee
* Student~ Only
Offer Expires Dec. 31, 1997

919 St. Germain Street, St. Cloud • 255-Ll 71

Southwey State
,Nebraska-Drnaha
Glen Brand Open
A~burg College
North Dakota
Mankato State
SouthDakouState

2p.m.
7 p.m
9a.m.
7p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7p.m.

199Z-98Mffl'l'RPWT
Dan Ander.ion
Sophomore
Augustana
2p.m.
Nkk Bechtold
Sophomore
Northern Colorado
7p.m
Jamey Blixl
First Year
CdorJdo Mines
7p.m.
Ryan Bucher
Senior
MoorheadSUte
7p.m.
Andy Colfos
Junior : Feb. 18
Northern State
6p.m.
6p.DL
Jeremy Frye
Junior
Feb.18
St. John's
Danieljaszcak
Juniot ~ Mar. I
NCC Tourney
9p.m.
Charlie King
Senior . Mar. 13-14 Division II Nationals Noon
Jed l..ir.ion
Sophomore
O.i.vid Lindnerg
FirslYear
~
Chad r.bki
Junior
KlausAlberts,1501bs.
FirSlYear
Scolt Maki
First Year
Wade Chapman, l26'1341bs.
Junior
Russell Tapper
Sophomore
FirSlYear
Justin Cox, 150 lbs.
DanTereba
Junior
Darren Dummer, 118 lbs.
FilSIYear
Michael Weocl .
Sophomore
lJ Friederkh.s,1261bs.
Joseph Ziskovsky
Sophomore
JoeGreen,142lbs
Sophaoo«
Mike Hamm, 150, lbs.
First Year
Brian Heimerl, 134, lbs.
· 1997-98
Rwkt
Junior
Mary Ahlin
First Year
Chadimket-. HWT.
Sophaoo«
Holly Andmon
Sophomore
Jeremylang.158.lbs.
Brianna Crowley
Pirsl Year
C!'iadLaVigne. 134,lbs.
Junior
Nicole Dyshaw
First Year
Matt 1.e13lanc, HWT.
Sophaoo«
Kari Ann Goebel
Junior
Jl.yanMarx, 1771bs.
Junior
Rebecca Hamren
Senior
DJMcCann,lta/!26lbs.
Adrienne Higley
First Year
Cal McKinney. 177Jhoj.
Came Hyppooen
Sophomore
Jesse Nelson, 1\X>lbs. ,
Junior
JarnieJa<:kson
Senior
RayNuix:z,HWT.
Sophoo,oo,
First Year
Camillt:John.soo
Junior
JeremyReiter. ll8!bs.
ErynKahler
Junior
AaronSanders,lUilbs.
Sophoo,oo,
Tracie Kelley
Senior
OmahSang, 1581bs.
Sophaoo«
First Year
Sarahloquai
Senior
Marc Schneider, 134\b6.
jdfSchroeder,!67lbs.
Becky Lynn
FiflllYear
Collen Murphy
First Year
Bren Swaim, 142\bs
Junior
S<ruo,
Marie Rube!
Junior
Adam Tace, 167/177 lbs.
Kelly SI:. John
First Year
Amanda Suggen
Sophomore
WCHA HOCDY---Tanya Tekhen
Sophomore
122zWCHA new«ne1
BeckiW.i.ttier
Senior
Team
WalA (Ovttall}Pts
Kim Winslow
SopJiomore
St. Cloud State...............8-1-1 {9-}-2)..... 17
North Dakota ..... ..... ..... 7-2•1 <7·2-1).. . 15
N C C W . . . . , _ _ ColoradoCollege ...... .....7-4-1(8-4-2)..... 15
W15C011.>in ....................... 7-3-0(7-S-0)..... 14
l99Z.98 SckaiHte & Bcwh
Minnescxa-Oululh .... .. .4-6-0(7-9--0) .. 8
Nov. 22
Ryan Kaufman Open ,,_ NIA
O(:c. 2
North Dakota Stare L, 42-3
Alaska Anchorage .......3-7-2(3-10-3).. . 8
Dec. 6
Northern Iowa
NIA
MkhiganTcch
..........3-,8-1(5-3-2) ....... 7
Dec. 13
SC.SU Invite
9 a.m.
Denver..
....... 3-7-0(4-10-0) ....6

,.,,.,.

JHmKa'f

""°'

-~

""""

""""

Minnesola .................... ..3-7-0(4-10-0) .... 6

~

.,,...,,,,,,,,,

ColorJdo Collt:ge9. Denver 1

Denver6.ColoradoCollege0

B«1:11tw..ws4ar
NO!re O.i.me at Wisconsin, late

,.,,,,,,___,,,,

St. Cloud St. at North Dakota, 7:35 p .m.
Wi.scorlsin at Notre Dame, 6 p.m.
DenveratMichiganTech.6:35p.m.
Colorado College at Mankato St, 7:05 p .m.

J 7:35 p.m.
St. CloudSt. at Nonh Dakoti,
lxnveratMkhiganTech,6,0Sp.m.
~Collegeat _MankatoSI: .. 7:05 p.m.

S@J Srndos ICiMk:ts

L.El.b.nl.

y. A

I. MikeMaristuen
1. Matt Noga

7
4

3.JasonSfewan
' 4. JasonGoulet
4.MikeRucinski
6.JoshDeWolf
6. Geo!geAW3da
6. Keith Anderson
9.RyanFrisch
10. Brandon Sampair
10_ GerioPanish
12. Tom Lund
13. Pete( Torsson
13.Sac:hiMolin
13. ltobKlasnick
16.ChrisZaleski
16. MattBailey
18.Brianleitza 19. Andy Vicari
19. KyleMcl.aughpn
21. BryceMacken
21. NkkOuimet
21. 'BradGoulet
21. BrianGaffaney
21.Timt.idecn
21.SconMeyer
21.Ritchiel.ar.ion

In
II

4

7
10

9
9
8

1

3

I

l
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
l

0

- PIJfqlfrodlos ladm
t&m
W:H~~
l.Brianl.eitza
2. ScooMeyer
3. Timlideeii.

9-1 -2
0-1-0
0-1-0

2.34
3.21
4.00

.918
.879
.846

University Village Townhomes
Openings for the 1997-1998 school ye~

Four bedrooni townhomes for individual or
groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro·Bus service
wfth three trips per hour to CSU

3 Month Membership

• Racquetball . • Lifecycles

Dec: 20
Jan. 9
Jan. 10
Jan. 13
Jan. 17
Jan.23
Jan.30
Jan. 31
Feb. 6
Feb. 7
Feb.11

Features Include:
• Heated Swimming Pool
e Sand Volleyball Court
• Free Parking/Outlets
• Heat and Wa ter Paid
• Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
• Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• •Microwave/Dishwasher·
• Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room
• Frost Free Refrigerator
Laundry Facilities
• Vending Machines
• Individual Leases
• Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

e

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633
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The One Place For Your Best Holiday Prices.
· Spring Break
.
Go Loco
6

\

Righi Here. Righi Now.

.in·

Acapulco!

Peffers Warehouse Direct invites you to get all of
your shopping done in one place in a fun .filled
evening designed just for you!

R

l?.ti:i~

IISHARPI

SONY
RCA .
SAMSUNG

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Private
Uollege
Night ·
Event!

c,,m,., •oo , , .

KLH

654 8998 FREE TANS

KENWOOD

.

plus register to win:

, • Limos to ai rport & back• Spendi ng$$$

JYamoha J

• Unlimited tanning packages
•
uali tannin lotions

Cerwin•Ye,a

JBL

GETI1NG HER DRUNK ISN'TTliE SAME
AS GEIT!NG HER PERMISSION

Aerial

Nokia

Mu!!tshow
studeutlfaeult_y ID
for admittance?

Sunday,
Decemberl4
7t09PM

Petters Warehouse Direct·is •the leader for discounted
Stereo's, TV's, VCR's, Shoes, Boois, Furniture, Skiis, Snowboards,
Choirs, Tables, Microwaves, Refrigerators, Stoves and much
much more. Our "Private College Night Even t! " couldn't be a
better· time to see it sll ond teke advantage of ineredible savings.

Here's What's Happening!
• Petters Gift Certificate drawings every 15 minutes!
• Pop a balloon for o discount ( 10% to 40% savings!)
• Contests for prize dra"'!ings
- ~utting -contests

- Dort throwing
- Football toss
. • Live Acoustic Bond
• $50 rebate on all cellular phones
• Live radio remote - KLZZ Power loon 7 to 9 PM
• Electronics product demonstrations!

... at Newman
The Cc1tholio Church on Cdmpus.

r- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,

:,

:

Free.•

Private College Night Event

I

:,

Andy
bothyou
welcome
to Petters
: Warehouse
I Direct where
1 helpful,

I Redeem this coupon for 2 hot dogs ond one pop.
I (with donation of non-perishable food shelf item) I
One coupon per person, offer valid 12/14 only. 11
1
1

■I

Apr;/ and

CATHOUC CWPUS MNSTR'I'

•

MASS: SATURDAY: S:10 P.M.
SUNOAY: 9 A. M .. 11:IS A.M. & 8 P.M .
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 2S l •l261
•

OFFICE: 251-1260

friendly
service is

standard
---c•Cr,.,,-,/,.
r.:- neellS
I . a Carner & -,
L---------------------------~ ~---~
fliv,~u.-te
,~
"Name Brand Merchandise At Deep Discount Prices"
:·············· Petters·············~ !
Money editor JlS.91.P!
:r'

i Warehouse
•rect -<········:i ~
.i·!·.

:
1

100%

H-"""""""'---1-r..,e+--+----, Hours: M-S 9to9
-+i;;;;;=-i-'@1--l-~Sunda~ll to 6 CUSTOMER

:-

529 • 49 0 wilh";!1i~:er7'
90d<>y<ooi"'""'·
card SATISfA(TION
Located in 2nd St. Quad Shopping Center g:Jff:J'u~NNE~~i~!

,e

111
1

Position includes:
*planningstories

• writing

ApplyatStewart

Hall !3

page design
Ryan Voz, Editor
am= eD ~ [llilJ ~ SH STORE FOR DnAILS ! ,,.. experience
for your resume
255-2449
L'.===c=============-========'-"=="--'c===c==c==c=c='J L---- • ------------------ -----------------------
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Movies

Story by Tabitha Whissemore and Photos by Lukas Johnson

Two young Minnesota filmmakers, who
are graduates of SCSI), share their
industry insights and recipe for success
They may have left scSu, but filmmakers
= Steve Flynn and Klark. Eversman decided not

to leave Minnesota.
"We're too chick~n to leave," joked Flynn,

who graduated from SCSU in 1987.
, The duo was on campus Wednesday night
to present "Steve and Klark's Movie World

'97," a series of films they produced.
Most of these were shot in the St. Cloud
area.

~

"Minnesota is a good place to make

~~:~:~i~:to\~~:cv:J-:~i:~~

SomePbf-the"sdtlngs they'"Uscd are· tery
familiar to St. Cloud residents. Flynn and
Eversman shot at a local bar and even used
the prison in the first short film, "Son of

Dogfood."
The premise of the film was a young man
awaiting triaJ for bludgeoning his parents

with a CD player.
His defense?
Heavy metal. The twist came when the
young, naive lawyer learned that her clieni
hated heavy metal and was forced to listen to
it ~Y his parents.
.
"It was one of the most efficient shoots
we've done," Eversman explained.
They shot the film in tw6 days, often
giving the three actors only one take.

The sheer goofiness of the men shone
through in the next film, a:1so.
It was called ''The Sacrificial Comic."
Eversman and Flynn said this proved to be
more work than either of them anticipated.
"'Sacrificial Comic' was a. monumental
task," Eversman said.
It was also an educationa'I project. With
about 30 act9rs and a lot of crew members,
both learned that just two people cannot do it
all.

The film, about a disillusioned comic who
kills himself o.n stage, took four years to
finish.
Other, shorter films proved to be much
easier.
Eversman and Flynn Wrote and produced
parody movie previews, fictional radio ads,
even a 30-second short about one man who
dared to defy Hitler's illegalization of fishing
during WWII.
They also made a documentary, titled
"Deep Freeze," about a road trip to
International Falls during a record-breaking
cold spell.
Eversman called their serjes a "collection
of rights nestled in a bed of wrong."

Klark Eversman and Steve Flynn (top), graduates of SCSU, watched their films in
the Atwood Little Theater Wednesday night at an event sponsored by the
University Programming Board's Films Committee.
Clay Lundquist, junior and the University
Programming Board's Film Committee
coordinator, didn't necessarily view it like:
that, but he did like its uniqueness.
"It was really funny, with an odd twist,"
Lundquist said.
The 90-minutc show took years of hard
work, though, and thousands of dollars.
"I liken it to a drug addiction," admitted
Flynn. "It's like throwing money into a hole."
However, during a question and answer
session after the films, Eversman said that
much of the sacrifice is worth it.
'The ultimate goal is not to make money,"
he said. "We just want to make movies."
Eversman also thought of his work as an
addiction that stemmed from his love of
movies as a boy.

"I would pretend to scout for movie
locations, sets and props, but it was mostly
fantasy, since I didn't have a camera," he said.
"I kept at it, thoug&, because I loved movies
in a sick. co-dependent way."
Although they do not believe any of their
films could be considered great, Flynn and
Eversman said they do feel it could happeri in
the future.
"I think we have the passion and the talent
to make a great movie someday," Eversman
said.
For right now, the duo is content working
at their new post-production company, PostOp, and planning their next film.
"It's going to take time," Eversman said.
"But I can't wait to get to work on the next
movie."

Minnesota is a good place to make films. In LA,
everyone and their grandma is trying to produce
a movie.
Steve Flynn (left) and Klark Eversman, alumni of SCSU, gave a talk about their
past and present at the film festival sponsored by UPB. The film festival was one
night only. The program included two movie showings and a talk.

Steve Flynn
FREELANCE FILMMAKER
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Student's play offers -contemporacy views
Directing and writing
production yields
lessons in teamwQrk,
how to produce
succesfully, efficiently
by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER

Two kids...

traditional upbringing .. .

neighbors... commit _a crime... oi:i the run .. .
cops chasing.
This offers a small preview to the
upcoming two-person play written and

directed by SCSU students.
The play is caJled "Neighbors" and will be
sponsored by the SCSU theater department's
Dramatic Action Club.
According to senior Tim McCarthy,
director and writer of the production,
"Neighbors" will have a contemporary

viewpoint.
"It has a lot to do with the choices kids are
having to make today," McCarthy said.
McCarthy also ex.plained this play

demonstrates a very interesting perspective to
the things his generation has endured.
The two characters are inner city/outer
suburb kids brought up in the same
neighborhood. Eventually they get into
trouble and must find ways to survive.
"It really is an exciting play, not action
wise in particular, but because it is realistic
and it pertains to typical things that our
generation has gone through," said
McCarthy.
As in most cases, the perfonnance of a
, play or any production requires numerous
rehearsals and extensive preparation.

Scott Anderson!STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Senior Casey Grieg (right) and senior Eddrick Watson, both theater majors, star in the upcoming performance of the play,
"Neighbors." The production was written and directed by senior nm McCarthy, also a theater major.
"When the students .ind theater artists are
putting together an original script, they
spend many weeks preparing it for
public perfonnance," said Andrew Vorder
Bruegge, a professor in the theater
department.
V0rder Bruegge also said the, theater
department offers a general course open to aJI
students which teaches why so much work
goes into the making of a production.
"When students come to watch the play I

hope that they can appreciate the number of people to come and see. It's a good story, we
hours of preparation for it," Vorder Bruegge have good actors in Eddrick Watson and
said. "This is true of all the arts."
Casey Grieg, both seniors," McCarthy said.
As director, McCarthy said the play did
McCarthy said the whole idea came from
require a lot of preparation and is also being his interest in writing and theater.
assisted by a co-director, senior Katherine
"I have always wanted to get my words on
Lindboe.
stage," said McCarthy, "Since it is at my
Through the hard work of these two fingertips, I am going to do.it."
individuaJs and also of the play's characters,
The play "Neighbors" will be pe,fonned
the production will take place.
in the Atwood little Theater beginning at 5
'1t ['Neighbors'] should be a fun thing_ro_r_.;.p_.m
_._w_;,_h .;..
pe_if<_on
_""
_ nc
_ " _o_n_F:_eb_. _2._1_a_nd.;;4_.

University Public Safety
is now hiring
Got (milk?).:.
strong communication
skills and service-oriented?
If you've got what it takes,
Public Safety is looking for
SCSU students to serve the
University community as:
✓ Patrol Officers ✓Parking Officers
✓ Dispatchers
✓ Office Staff

Application Requirements:
✓

Enrolled in at least 6 credits ✓ With or without work-study
✓ All majors welcome ✓ Minimum GPA of 2.25 required

Public Safety Employment Offers You:
✓ Flexible Hours (Academics come first!)
Competitive Salaries ✓ Specialized Training
✓ Advancement Opportunities
Skills Enhancement _(leadership, communication)

✓
✓

Application Process:
Applications are received at all times; however,
Interviews for this winter quarter will occur December 17.
Obtain applications at Public Safety (4th Ave. & 6th St.,
previously Building & Grounds location) or call 255-3453
during the day and 255-4357 evenings and weekends
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Action flicks' effects impress in battle for bucks
, Jason Lethert
FILM CRITIC

~ction flicks battle for your
movie money.
The continually

crowded film market
offers a variety of choices
at the local movie houses.
As usual there are several
action bonanzas to choose
from. But there are also
some offbeat comedies,
literary adaptations, and
the expected kiddie flicks.
The top two action

movies have people
fighting monstrous aliens, though
they're completely different in
tone. "Starship Troopers" is
directed by Paul Verhoven, a
veteran of big sci-fi spectacles.
"Troopers" is an adaptation of the

Robert Heinlein novel about a war
in the future against an anny of
giant bugs.
A no-name cast fights millions
of-dollars of computer-generated

monsters in a series of wild battles.
But unlike recent effect-heavy
movies, ''Troopers" does this with
the graphic zeal of a horror movie.
The bugs rip through the Troopers
leaving severed limbs
and-impalements in
their wake.
You never develop
too much empathy for
the '"Troope~," who
mostly look like TV
soap rejects. This,
along with some Nazi•
esque costuming
prompted ''The-Daily
Show" to dub the cast
the "Melrose Place master race."
Regardless, the actors give it a
schlocky feel, as if cast by a
marketing executive simply trying
to leverage sex appeal for the 16 to
28.year-old demographic.
Though it is interesting to note
that not only do women also serve
in the infantry, the military has coed showers. Gender relations have
come a long way since the Citadel

~---------------,

1Lookin' kinda pale? 1
I

"

I

: Take a trip to
'- • •
I Island Tan
I and receive --:-:;::-l~~-,1::f#I

:
~

1 1O tans for

:

$18.99!

,---.:--ffi
I
I

Island

1

I,
·I

and VMI. The long and short of it
is '"Troopers" may havr; washed
out the bad taste ofVerhoven's
mega-Oop "Showgirls," but it
doesn't come close to rivaling his
previous scHi efforts "Robocop"
and "Total Recall."
"Alien: Resurrection" also has a
foreign ditector like 'Troopers" as
well as an extraterrestrial enemy.
Frenchman Jean-Pierre Jeunet
makes his American debut with the
fourth installment in the "Alien"
franc)lise. Originally Danny Boyle
was set to direct this film, but he
dropped out to film
"Trainspotting." So, the producers
turned to the wildly creative
French director who had won
recent critical acclaim for "City of
Lost Children."
Unlike '"Troopers," "Alien" has
SOil)C star power in Sigourney
Weaver and Minnesotan Winona
Ryder. I wasn't experting much
from this film because I didn't see_
:where they could go with it.
However, writer Joss Whedon

found a way to inject new life into
the franchise. Through the benefits
of cloning, Weaver's Ripley comes
back from the dead, bringing the
alien back with her ~o scientists of
the future can study the being.
However, Ripley is more th;m
they bargained for as her DNA has
been combined with that of the
alien to make her one tough clone.
Ilrrow in the mysterious Ryder
and a rag-tag bunch of space
pirates and the guns and goo st.irt
to fly. This flick is pretty short on
plot - after the alien experiments
go awry, the people are hunted
down as the aliens begin to take
over the space station. Adding to
the peril, the station's emergency
system is sent back to Earth which
the aliens will infest if not destroy
first.
Really, "Alien" is just a series
of lethal situations as the surviving
crew tries to get to-escape pods.
However, with some inventive
writing and Jeunet's unique visual
framing, ''Alien" packs a punch.
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The tension is kept tight SO the

film doesn't lose steam when it's
not throwing tons of effects at the
audience. '"Troopers" was more
like "Twister;" when the bugs
weren't on the screen the film has
some serious down time. At least
these spots offer a chance to go
refill on pppcom while the
mannequins let some air out of
their heads.
Out of the action movies out,
"Mortal Kombat: Annihilation" has
probably the narrowest appeal.
Sure, fans of the ultra-violent
video game will dig it, but what
about the rest of us?
I had never played the game
when I saw the first "Kombat"
movie, and was very impressed.
The martial arts and action make a
Steyen Seagal or Jean Claude Van
Damme movie look anemic.
"Annihilation" is a step down in
overall production, and is only for
martial arts fans. Where the film
defines itself is the cartoony action
that replicates comic book style
fights, complete with a plethora of
super powers and special moves.
That's the film's only standout
element, but this film is very
diverting in a juvenile kind of way.
Really, this is a good one for the
buck-fifty theater.
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• Construction Technology
• Communication and
Marketing Te ,;hnology
• Health and Human Service
• Information Technology
. • Manufacturing Technology
• TransportatiOn TechnolOHY

businesseslostmoiethan$60
billiontodrug$.Sothis~ar.
mostoltbeFortuneSOOwillbe
administeringdn>gte,ts.Ifyoo

failtbetest.ioo·~outohjob.
Themessageissimpl,,.
Doinsdn>pcouldhlow)'OW"

wholeeducation.

Available lmmedlateb,
4 BDRM APTS

Quiet, Convenient locations

Universlt» s,uare II
Winter Rates: $189 to $210

COLLEGE
~L Cloud, h l :\."i(1.)ll;\-1 21!J

Dodr1p.
Last~arUl!le,Americ:a"s

✓
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Off Street Parking
✓ Controlled Access
✓ Dishwasher
✓ Microwaves
✓ Ind. Locked Bdrms

✓

Laundry

✓ Air Conditioning
✓

Mini Blinds
Heat/Water Paid
✓ On Site Caretake·

Position
Includes:
• Planning
stories
• Writing
• Page design
• Experience
for your
resume

✓

Call 4,ijr.j@O, Toda»I
253-1100

Apply at Stewart
Hall 13 or call
Ryan Voz, Editor

255-2449
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3-bdrm. apt., in a house.
Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.

Classifieds

RAMBLER DUPLEX
3-bdrm. apt., $225/a rm., S.E. ·side
campus bus line, quietlprofessional
residential area. Private entry, lN,
D/W, non-smoker, no pets. Avail.
1211. Virginia, 259-4540 (D), 2550479 (E).·

4-BDRM. APT. $295/MO.
June, July and Aug. Basic cable
included,
rt1icro., DW, NC, mini1 BDRM. EFFICIENCY APT.
. blinds, High Point Apartments. 259in a house. Private battiroom and 9673.
kitchen. No pets. Parking 253-5340.
HOUSE FOR RENT:
?-bdrm. house across from campus.
Available Sept. 1. Call Pat 255· 9585 ·
•
$185/MONTH FOR FALL '97
single ·room in large 4-bdrm. apt.
basic cable, DW, micro. On bus line.
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.
HIGH POINT APT.
rent your own room $185/1T19nlh.
Includes basic cable, OW, micro.
Located on the Metro Bus line, close
to campus and downtown. Call 2599673.
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.

2-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Su_~~~"~/fall.?aJ12!J~-~~~
~

INGBE-

$185/mo., close to campus, offstreet parking. Low security deposit.
Heat, water, garbage & cable
included. Kris 259-9673.

$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
$200-summer, $275-fall. Off-straet
parking, $15. Call 259-4841.

SUBLETS AVAIL
call today. All your housing needs,
251 "1814·

WYNDEMERE APTS.

8300.
2-BDRM. $425/MO.
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water,· garbage &
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.
$185/mo. Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
Select Prop.

1, 2 & 3-BDRM. APTS.
avail. now and 1/1/98. Dan 2559163.

BENTONWOOD
1-bdrm. apt. Near Cobom's. Dan
255-9163. •

SUB-LEASER WANTED
university townhouses. $235/mo.

Ask for Francy, 1-320-252-2633..
MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house f'lear
downtown. Includes room, large
:~i1.~urv.~:~~-~iidt;i1,,;'.'c~i
240-6988.

1 BDRM.APT.
subleaser needed $370/mooth, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking. included.
Call 654-1854.

SUB-LEASE SPECIALS
at 251-1249.
SGLS/DBLS in houses and apts.
- - - - - - - - - 255-9163.
,, -~;D-3 tC
~ , -=;;:.;;;,;:;;:STO;:;;;;P-;;S;:;HO;;;PPIN;;;;;;;;;G;::::::=;:;._ec

PRIVATE ROOMS.?
we have.several vacancies for men
and women in ·4-bdrm. apts. and
house, DW, micro., close to SCSU,
EPM 2,51-6005.

3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM.

$370/MO. 1-flDRM. APT.
$200 deposit, low app. fee. Includes
heal, water & garbage. S.E. location
on bus line. On-site laundry. 654-

or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds

BENTONWOOD
2-bdrm. apts. S.E. St. Cloud, $400.
Heat pd. avail. 12115, 1/1, and 211.
Dan 255-9163.

MALE TO SHARE
3-bdrm. house with 2 others. 2599434.

APT.

3943

DUPLEX
male $225 shared, professional
neighborhood near campus, bus
line, non-smoking, no pet, laundry,
DW, new appl. Avail. Virginia 2550479H, 259-4540W.

1 ROOM EFFICIENCY
in clean, quiet building. Utilities
irK:luded. 259-9434.

'

• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's· edition and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six.(6) worct,; constitutes two lines: $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run accordi~g to the amount of space.
,
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 255-

ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close. to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rents. Sho_rt-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.

WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to share huge double room for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or255-1274.

in a house. Laundry, no pets. 253·
5340.

Policies:

----=c"HAccR"'LA-=M"AcclNccE""'A""Prs=-.-1997 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared-for building
with classic design. New unit and
common-area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sundecks,
whirlpools, spa, DW, and micros.
Call 240-0234 to take a look.

~~i~r: wn~:~ d~~"c~11 ~~~

·Thursda y, n edm1hN' ll, 1997

MALE TO SHARE
4-bdrm. apt. Heat pd., private room,
~~-SCSU, DW, new carpet. 251PRIVATE ROOM
for female in 4-bdrm. apt., heat pd.,
DW, campus close, quiet and clean.
251-6005.

WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
style. Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

1 ROOM AVAIL NOW
in 4-bdrm. house. U1il. pd. Free
laundry. $225/mo., $200 deposn.
202-9598, Chad.
1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
$370-$445/mo. large rooms and
closets. Lots of windows with blinds.
Off-street parking with plug-ins. Heat
pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
EFFICIENCIES
with hardwood floors, and Murphy
beds, $285/mo. 654- 1544·
AFFORDABLE
1 & 2-bdrm. apts. on s.E. side.
$370-$445/mo. On bus line. Heat,
~~~~mg~~~r.ess!J:irking pd.

apt. in house avail. 12/1. 3 blks. from
campus $195/mo. Heat pd., private
entrance.
240-9706,
leave
message.

BEST SUB-LEASER ON 5TH
AVE.
immediate opening male usually
$225/mo. Now $179/mo. thru May.
Private room in 2 bath apt. Heat and
elec. included. Quiet well-managed
building, individual lease, low
deposn. 259-0977.
1-BDRM. APT.
near SCSU, open immediately,
$350/mo. Call 253·57871-BDRM. SUB-LEASE
through May. $390/mo. avail. Jan.1.
Jan. rent pd. East side. Call 612·
425-6172·
----M"A'"'L-:,E,---avail. 1211, $215/mo. Hea1 pd. Call
202-1211.

SUB-LEASER NEEDED
1 block from campus, $245/mo. 1
month's rent and security deposit
already pd. Call 251-4160; 2551274.

CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdrrns. with two full baths.
Extra storage. DW, garages,. MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
security. Heat pd. Results, 253- on S.E. side. ·on bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
0910.

STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, DW, micros., security.
Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.

WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, DW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. CaU 251-3617.

$100 OFF OF 1ST MONTH'S
RENT
1 & 2-bdrm. apts. on bus line. $370$445/mo. Large rooms. Low
security deposits. Heat, water and
parking pd. Northern Mgmt. 6548300.
3 SINGLE ROOMS
in house. Near campus. 251-2116.

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
~ases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED
$215/mo., hea1 pd. Call 202-1211.

SINGLE ROOMS
avail. immediately. $179/mo. _Heat
pd., 253-1154.
OLYMPIC II
3 • 4 bdrrns. Near Hockey Center. 4bdrm. splR units with two full baths.
DW, micros., security, garages, and
·ports. Heat paid. Resutts, 253-091 o.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. Units and bi-levels. Two full
~~~R~s~ltt::'-oo 1~rity. Heat

4-BDRM. APT.
avail. Oct. 1 or earliest. Located on
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line.
$6()0imo. Call 259-1500 Jon.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-,bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. DW,
micros., security, heat pd. Results
Property Management. 253-0910.

For Sale
NORDIC FLEX
gold with butterfly attachments.
Excellent shape. $1,200, new. $450
or b/o. Call after 5 p.m. 320-5290524:
.

PC IBM486
1/2 Gig. 16MB Ram. 24' CD-ROM. ;
14.4 modem. S.BI video card. CTX
14" monrtor Windows 95 installed.
654-8689, ~95 b/o.

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
The Biblical Jesus will infinitely
torture, in infinite, burning,
screaming hell, h~ own chttdren, n
they do not believe Christianity, and
if they do not adopt the Christian
religion. (Luke 16:22-24) (Luke 6:2425) (Mark 9:43-48) (Matt. 8:12)
(Matt. 7:13-14) (Matt. 5:20-30)1Rev.
20:10-15) (Rev. 14:11) (Rev. 21:8)
The very foundation of Christianity is
persecution and terrorism on the
basis of belief and on the basis of
religion, People are terroristically
indoctrinated from birth into being
Christians. Anyone who is Christian
is a terrorized person. Dare to
question all religion. Atheism is true.
Fight terrorism.

God loves the people of this
world so very much that he gave
me, h~ only son, so 1hat all those
who want to be led by me shall
have eternal life and shall never
die.
-Jesus of Nazareth

Notices
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING
GROUP
is now forming for winter quarter.
Call 255-3171 lor infollo registec
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NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
SUPPORT GROUP
held every Wed. frrim 11 a.m. to
noon in Stewart Hall, Rm. 103. We
welcome all new non-traditional
students.

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St

PARENT SUPPORT GROUP!
married

and

single

parents

welcome. Meetings held Fridays in
Stewart Hall 103 from 1 p.m. to 2
p.m. Call Counseling Center for
questions. 255-3171.

Attention
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251·
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,

. $6.

PARKING SPACE
I'm looking to rent a parking space
near the intersection of 5th Ave. S.
and 1oth St. I would like something
off street, preferably a garage. Call
Sarah at 654-0885.
· WILL DO TYPING
in my home. Call 320-240-1140.
Leave a message. Reasonable
rates. Ask for Marilyn.
LOOKING FOR A RIDE
I'm looking for a ride near or to
Sioux City, IA, for Christmas break.
I'd also like to arrange a·ride back to
SI. Cloud before or on 12/31. Will
pay gas. Sarah 654-0885.
. FREE CASH GRANTS!
college, scholarship$, business,
medical bills. Never repay. Toll free
1-800-218-9000 ext R-3883 for
listings.

PARKING AVAIL
1 block from campus, $15/mo. Call
Select Properties, 253-1154.

SPRING BREAK '98
Cancun, Mazatlan from $389. For
more info: Call 1-800-446-8355.
www.sunbreaks.com.

SPRING BREAK '98
Mazatlan with College Tours airfare,
7 nights in hotel, transfers, and
parties. For brochure, earnings
and/or FREE lrip.1-800-395-4896.
(www.collegetours.com)

GOV1' FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free 1800-218-9000. Ext H-3883 for
current listings.

~

CALL LEISURE TOURS FOR
SPRING BREAK PACKAGES TO
SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN,
JAMAICA AND FLORIDA. BEES
~ TRAVEL FREE AND
EARN COMMISSIONS. ~
~ FOR 6 OR MORE
PEOPLE, 800-838-8203, OR
www.teisuretours.com

-===

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
,....,..Rackag_!!._,discounts. F B00-3664786.http:
.mazexp."?m

Employment
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NOW HlalNG YOUTH GUIDANCE
WORKERS!
attention Rec., Phy. Ed., Elem. Ed.,
Psy.. Soc. Work, Child & Fam.
studies. majors: Plan and lead a
variety of activities with elementary
children in afterschool Boys & Gins
Club KIDSTOP program to develop

-----,TH=E"'AT"'R"'E,.,M"'"AJ'"""'o""Rscc-- · ~:i~feJn:x8:~nen~~ce~~nte~~:n~~
make money performing humorous marketability. Afternoon hours (2 • 6
skits for audiences. Part-time, p.m.). Call The.Boys & Girls Club of
:~:l:st~:~• p~~J_a~J.~6~~ Central MN: 252-7616 or stop in at
345 30th Ave. N, St Cloud, MN.
WANTED AT RESIDENCE
BABYSITTER
for 2 children, 6 and 4. Near Pirate's
Cove. North of St. Cloud.
Weeknights, 5 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Good -pay, more hours avail. 320252-8599, Keith.
PART-TIME WAITERS
evenings, Wed. thru Sat. Vilo Lanes,
252-5644.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
BTW or classroom, will .train, very
flexible hours. Call 255-9667.
NOW HIRING
all positions. Apply at downtown
Pizza Hu1, 255-5500.
$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
info. Call 410-783-8275.
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOUCHOOSEII

· NY, PA, New England. lnstnictors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
basebatt, gymnastics, sailing, e1c.
Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428;
516-433-0033.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR .
SOMETHING DIFFERENT FOR
CHRISTMAS BREAK?
Camp Friendship needs college
studen_ts to work Dec. 26 - 31 (5
p.m,). We work with adults & ~ds
with disabilities, providing winter
recreation such as snowmobiling &
ice fishing, as well as assisting with
personal cares. Brief training
provided. Great experience for
everyone who li~es to be with
people! Room/ Board/ Salary. Don't
sit at home, come share the
experience! 1-800-450-8376. e-mail
friendl@spacestar.com
Friendship Venture EOE.

$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
part-time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for listings.
GYMNASTICS COACHES
WANTED
must have positive attitude, ability to
work well with children, and
knowledge or wilNngness to learn
the sport. Call Gymnas1iCs Academy
of St. Cloud, 251-4m,
SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks!· Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize a srTiall
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surt & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
$1,000s POSSIBLE '
reading books. Part-time. At home.
Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

$1,000 WEEKLYI!
stuff envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. Fir, PIT. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one stal11) to: N126, 12021 Wi~hire Blvd., Suite
552, Los Angeles, CA 90025
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKL~
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept R40, 251 N.
Dupont Hwy., Sule 117, Dover, DE
19901.

St. Cloud State University
720 4th Ave. S.

ADDRESS:
CITY:

13 Stewan Hall

STATE:

St. Cloud, MN 56301

ZIP:
DATE:

PHONE:

Which quarter(s) would you like to subscribe?
FALL WINTER
SPRING
SUMMER

-------------.NOTE: SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE FOR FUll QUARTERS ONLY.
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wide selection of T-sliirts

and sweatshirts for g i:ou p s
and intermural teams
-A full line of hockey equipment

201 8 8 th S t. N.
St. Clo ud, Minn .

(320) 252-2600
Customized SCSU Hockey Jerseys

{ MAX KELLY, Systems Integrato r }
AGE,28
YEARS WHH WEST GROUP, 5
FAVORI TE N ON-A LCO HO LI C
BEVERAGE : Green Tabasco 1a11ce
RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY: Watching
20,000 BritJ in a stadium doing a 1ing-a-long

with the Sex Pistols
FI RST ENCOUNTER W IT H TECH NOLOGY,

A1king his grandmother what a bug was during
the Watergate hearings

QVOTE: .:We're at the forefront of technology hert.
What I do baJ a real impact on the way people do their jobJ.
We have any tool, any technology you'd need. ·My job is to help
virtualize We11 Group 1ervices throttgh a distributed architecture and
~Ju them accmible to everyone, regard!m of the mer's operating 1y1tem."

MAKE YOUR MARK
West Group - the world's
largest provider of information
to the legal marketplace - ls
looking for talented people now.
.So whether you're into silicon
·or sales, there's a challenge here
foi you. For more information
on career opportun ities, call
l-612--687-8980. Or visit our Web
site at www.jobs.wcscgroup.com.

.....

•

WEST
GROUP .

